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ABSTRACT
This study to evaluate the effectiveness of certain forest road and timber harvest best
management practices (BMPs) is being conducted as a part of the Timber/Fish/Wildlife
Cooperative Monitoring, Evaluation and Research Program. The purpose of this first Interim
Report is to describe the sampling design for the study, the study sites established to date, survey
methodologies employed, and to present our field survey protoc&. The project is employing
a case study approach to evaluating BMP effectiveness. A total of 75 to 90 examples of typical
BhfPs, implemented under varying degrees of landscape hazard, will be selected from six of the
General BMP categories targeted in the study
nine physiographic regions of Washington.
include road construction practices, road maintenance practices, and timber harvesting practices.
A number of qualitative and quantitative survey techniques are being employed to assess erosion
and sediment delivery to streams, aquatic habitat conditions, and biological communities. In
most cases, two or more survey techniques are. applied to each BMP example studied. The
different survey techniques will provide different kinds of evidence on forest practice effects,
leading to a weight-of-evidence approach to determining BMP effectiveness. Thirty-six study
sites have been identified so far in the project, at which 79 specitic BMP examples are being
evaluated. These include 37 harvesting BMPs (tractor/wheeled skidding, Riparian Management
Zones, and Riparian Leave Tree- Areas), 38 new road construction BMPs (road drainage design,
culvert installation, and construction techniques), and four road maintenance BMPs (active haul
road maintenance). Six physiographic regions of the state are represented in the sample.
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INTRODUCTION
This study to evaluate the effectiveness of certain forest road and timber harvest best
management practices (BMPs) is being conducted by the Department of Ecology as a part of the
Timber/Fish/Wildlife (TFW) Cooperative Monitoring, Evaluation, and Research Program
(CMBR). The project is sponsored by CMBR’s Water Quality Steering Committee, and is
funded jointly by CMER, Ecology, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
The Washington Forest Practices Rules and Regulations (Title 222 WAC) contain numerous
BMPs intended to minimize the impacts of erosion and sedimentation on water quality. The
conceptual efficacy of these BMPs in addressing four categories of erosion processes has been
evaluated for the Water Quality Steering Committee by Pentec Environmental, Inc. (Pentec,
1991). Pentec has also recommended methods for conducting quantitative and qualitative
evaluations of BMP effectiveness. The four erosion process categories considered by Pentec are:
1) landslides and other rapid mass wasting processes, 2) slumps and earthflows, 3) surface
erosion, and 4) channel-bank erosion. The relative extent to which these four processes account
for forest practice-related sediment impacts to water quality varies among the different forested
regions of Washington and locally within regions, depending on topographic, geologic and
climatic conditions. Because of the time scales in which some of these processes occur, this
project will primarily be evaluating the effects of surface erosion and channel-bank erosion on
water quality. However, landslides and other rapid mass wasting processes may also occur
within the 2-3 year timeframe of the project.
The overall test of BMP effectiveness will be the extent to which the BMPs achieve compliance
with Washington’s surface water quality standards by avoiding sediment-related water quality
impacts from forest management activities. These standards prohibit the degradation of aquatic
resources in such a manner that it impairs the suitability of water for any aquatic life, wildlife,
or human use (i.e., ~beneticial uses). The standards apply to all types of surface waters.
The water quality standards regulation (Chapter 173-201A WAC) includes both numeric and
narrative (i.e., descriptive) criteria that apply ,to sediment-related impacts. Numeric criteria for
turbidity prohibit an increase of 5 NTU, or 10% over background levels, whichever is greater.
Narrative criteria that apply to sediment are rather broad, and include general criteria that the
water quality must meet, or in the case of Class AA waters, exceed the requirements of
characteristic water uses. Other narrative criteria prohibit materials which may adversely affect
characteristic uses, cause acute or chronic conditions to aquatic biota, or impair aesthetic values.
Other than turbidity, however, there is a lack of clear, numeric criteria for determining when
sediment-related impacts violate water quality standards. For the purpose of determining BMP
effectiveness, various decision criteria for applying narrative water quality standards to forest
practice impacts must be developed.
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The project is not intended to specifically address cumulative effects of forest practices. Rather,
this study will attempt to isolate the site-specific impacts of individual forest practices. The
focus of the project is on testing the effectiveness of standard BMPs based on parameters which
indicate the near-field impacts of the activity the BMP is intended to address. The watershed
analysis process (Chapter 222-22 WAC) has been established to evaluate the cumulative effects
of forest practices in Washington State. We recognize that the watershed analysis process will
likely result in customized forest practice prescriptions that go beyond standard BMPs for certain
situations. However, there will remain numerous situations where standard BMPs will be used,
hence it is necessary to determine the effectiveness of these standard BMPs.
The objectives of the project are to:
1)
2)

3)
4)

gather qualitative and quantitative information on BMP effectiveness by monitoring
representative examples of selected timber harvesting, road construction, and road
maintenance practices;
develop and apply decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are
met where forest practice-related sediment impacts are concerned;
evaluate and describe the factors influencing BMP effectiveness; and
determine whether certain BMPs require modifications in order to achieve water quality
standards, and recommend such changes.

The purpose of this Interim Report is to describe the sampling design for the study,, to describe
the study sites established to date and survey methodologies employed, and to present .our field
survey protocols. This is the first of two interim reports. The second interim report is
scheduled for April 1994, with the final project report to be completed in June 1995.
METHODS
We are using a case study approach to evaluating the effectiveness of the targeted BMPs, and
are employing a sample stratification scheme to produce a collection of care studies that is
representative of statewide BMP implementation. Our goal is to evaluate rvpicol BMPs
implemented under varying degrees of inherent landscape hazard in different physiographic
regions of the state. We expect to have BMP examples within each of these strata, with the
distribution among strata determined by the distribution of Forest Practices Applications (FPAs)
submitted within the various physiographic regions. We will use. a weight-of-evidence approach
that considers results from multiple survey techniques to determine the effectiveness of BMPS
implemented in a variety of settings. This will allow us to assess a range of BMP effectiveness
and to describe various factors influencing effectiveness.
Overview of Sampling Design
The project study plan calls for the sample, grouped according to general BMP categories, to
be stratified according to physiographic regions and relative haxard classes. As called for in the
2

project study plan (Rashin, 1992), experience gained during the pilot phase was used as a
“reality check” to refine the scope of the project. The study plan included a map of
physiographic regions compiled by Pentec (1991), a landscape hazard classification scheme, and
a table listing various high and low priority BhIPs to sample. During the pilot phase of the
project, we refuted the regional stratification scheme, the hazard classification scheme, and the
list of BMPs to sample (Rashin ef al., 1992).
ms Under Consideration
The study plan included a table that lists BMPs grouped according to “Higher Priority” and
“Lower Priority. * We have decided not to actively pursue examples of the lower priority BMPs,
which include site preparation, cable yarding, maintenance of inactive and abandoned roads,
slash disposal, and landing location/construction BMPs. Whiie these BMPs are important, we
believe it is necessary to focus our sample on the higher priority BMPs. These include new road
construction techniques, road drainage design, stream crossings and culvert installation,
maintenance of active (“mainline”) haul roads, tractor and wheeled skidding, riparian
management zones (including stream bank integrity practices), and riparian leave tree areas.
The BMPs evaluated in this project are presented in Appendix A, which contains excerpts from
the Forest Practice Rules (Title 222 WAC). We acknowledge that some of the lower priority
BMPs, particularly maintenance of inactive and abandoned roads, are quite important as sources
of sediment that may impact water quality, but it was necessary to narrow our scope in order
to more effectively evaluate the higher priority BMPs. With maintenance of inactive roads,
compliance with applicable regulations has been shown to be lacking in many cases (TFW Field
Implementation Committee, 1991), and it would be difficult to separate impacts due to noncompliance from those associated with proper BMP implementation. For this reason, we are
focusing on maintenance of active haul roads, which have a better compliance record. While
we will not focus our efforts on the lower priority BMPs, we may obtain some information on
their effectiveness where this is reflected in our surveys of other practices. For example, in
some cases we will evaluate the effectiveness of Riparian Management Zones or Riparian Leave
Tree Areas within units where cable-yarding is used. In evaluating the effectiveness of the
stream buffers, we will gather secondary information on the effects of cable-yarding practices.
In order to stratify our sample and focus our efforts in a deliberate way, we are targeting a
proportion of the total number of BMP examples to each general BMP category. The priorities
for addressing sediment-related water quality impacts, based on our literature review and
discussion with field personnel and the’WQSC, suggest focusing about 40% of our sample on
harvest BMPs, 40% on new road construction, and 20% on active haul road maintenance. Our
current expectation is that we will have a total sample sire of 75 to 90 examples of specific
BMPs, evaluated at 35 to 40 different study sites. In many cases we will assess more than one
specific BMP example at a given forest practice unit or study site.
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Reeional

Stratification

The map of physiographic regions, shown in Figure 1, is slightly modified from that given in
the study plan. We have changed the boundaries between the Northern Rockies (referred to as
the Okanogan Highlands in the Pentec map), Eastern Cascades, and Columbia Basin to reflect
the ecoregion boundaries given in Omemik and Gallant (1986). We have also revised the
boundary between the Willapa Hills and Southern Cascades regions to better reflect similarities
in surface geology, soils, and pleistocene glaciation effects.
During the pilot phase of the study we decided to modify the statewide scope of ,the project. We
will not be sampling within three of the nine physiographic regions: Columbia Basin, Blue
Mountains, and Puget Lowlands. The Columbia Basin is an obvious choice for exclusion
because it has very little commercial forest land. A limited amount of state or privately owned
forest land is found in the Blue Mountains region, and we have screened and conducted
reconnaissance on potential study sites there. However, we have decided to exclude this region
from our sample because interferences from past logging and grazing practices appear to be
rather widespread, and it is far from our base of operations. We believe that many of our
observations made in other regions of eastern Washington will be applicable to BMP
effectiveness in the Blue Mountains region. We have excluded the Puget Lowlands because of
the need to further narrow our focus and our perception that land use conversion plans may
affect BMP implementation on many of the forest practice operations in this region.
We plan to distribute our sample over the remaining regions according to the approximate
proportions of FPAs submitted for these regions. We have used the Forest Practice Program
1991 Calendar Year Report (Department of Natural Resources, 1992) as a guide to this
distribution. We made several assumptions about distribution within the DNR regions, since
their regional boundaries did not correspond with our physiographic regions. We assumed that
the 1991 distribution of Class III and Class III Priority FPAs approximates the distribution of
BMPs we seek to sample. Based on the statistics summarized in the report, we plan to distribute
our total sample (defined by the number of specific BMP examples we evaluate) as shown in
Figure 1.
Hazard

Classification

For purposes of sample stratification, we have simplified the landscape harard classification
scheme presented in the study plan. We now identify high, moderate, and low hazard categories
based solely on slope gradient. The former scheme incorporated slope form and rain-on-snow
hydrology as modifiers to the slope hazard. While we acknowledge that these as well as other
factors influence the inherent landscape hazard, we believe that it is most appropriate. to evaluate
their influence on a case by case basis. For purposes of distributing our sample across varying
degrees of inherent hazard, we will use the unmodified slope hazard classification. We believe
that slope gradient is a primary controlling factor, and one that can be objectively defined and
determined on-site from easily obtained field measurements. The slope hazard category for each
BMP example is based on the steepest hillslope gradient in the vicinity of streams. This is
4

Figure 1: Targeted Sample Distribution by Physiographic Region
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because hillslopes are generally steepest near streams (e.g., where roads cross streams), and it
is the near-stream areas that are most critical from the standpoint of water quality protection.
While we have simplified the scheme in terms of the factors considered, we have decided to
have separate schemes for harvesting and road-related BMPs. We have done this because of a
difference in the relative dominance of erosion processes; surface erosion may be a more
dominant process for harvest practices such as skidding, whereas mass wasting processes may
be more important for mad construction and maintenance. The new scheme is presented below
in Table 1.
TABLE 1: SLOPE HAZARD CLASSIFICATION
(For Purposes of Sample Stratification)
BMP Catemory

!&lx

MODERATE

a!Xl

Harvesting BMPs

O-19%
slope

2040%
slope

>40%
slope

New Road Construction
& Road Msintensnce
BMPs

o-1996
slope

20-50 46
slope

>50%
Slope

We believe that our process of screening groups of forest practice units within a region and
considering all potential study sites (i.e., practices in the vicinity of streams) will result in a
sample that reflects the approximate distribution of targeted BMPs acmss the three slope hazard
classes.
Study Site Selection
Study site selection for the project generally begins by screening Forest Practices Applications
(PPAs) submitted to Ecology Regional Offices for road building and ground-based harvesting
practices conducted near streams. Potential study sites are also identified through armual review
materials and other information provided by forest land owners. We discard any forest practice
units that do not include type l-5 waters within or adjacent to the operational boundary, and
organize the potential study sites according to physiographic region. We then contact the
landowner. Landowners willing to participate in the study are asked a series of questions
regarding operation timing, accuracy of water type maps, and access to the sites.
After identifying potential study sites within a physiographic region, a field reconnaissance
survey is conducted. Typically, an integral part of the field survey is a meeting with the
landowners to facilitate information exchange and logistics. After landowner consultation, a
field visit is made to candidate sites to determine their acceptability as study sites. The field
reconnaissance protocol is presented in Appendix B.
6

Acceptance of a candidate site involves four primary criteria:. representativeness, timing,
isolation, and control site availability. Representativeness refers to whether the forest practice
is a typical example of the BMP that has been implemented in accordance with the Forest
Practice Rules. In addition to an evaluation by the research team, compliance with the rules is
often evaluated by talking with forest practices foresters or others familiar with compliance
issues about our study sites. In some cases, a field visit is made with a person having a forest
practices compliance background. Because many of the current rules indicate that acceptability
of certaia practices is to be “determined by the department” (i.e., based on the juclgement of the
DNR Forest Practice Forester), we normally take the stance that if the Forest Practices
Application (FPA) was approved and the practice was implemented according to the FPA, the
practice is in compliance. In cases where an interdisciplinary team was involved in conditioning
the FPA, this is noted in the reconnaissance record.
Timing refers to the date of the actual operation in relation to a major hydrologic event. We
generally discard operations which occurred before a high intensity, runoff-producing rain storm,
rain-on-snow or other major snowmelt event. For certain BMPs and for in-stream surveys it is
important to conduct preliminary surveys before the practice is conducted. This is generally the
case with harvest BMPs. On the other hand, for many of the BMPs and survey techniques, it
is preferable or necessary to have the practice on the ground before we begin our surveys. For
example, when evaluating culvert installations, road cutbank or fillslope erosion, or sediment
routing from skid trails, conditions existing in upland areas before the practice are not
necessarily relevant to our study, and conditions in stream channels downstream of the practice
will not be impacted until a significant hydrologic event cocurs. The important information for
the study is how the upland features and stream crossings do or do not stabilize over the oneto three-year period following BMP implementation, and whether or not sediment is routed to
streams.
The isolation criterion refers to land use patterns and the ability to separate the effects of the
BMP from cumulative effects of other forest practices or land use interferences such as grazing
and mining. We discard sites which demonstrate substantialimpacts from these other land uses
that might interfere with our survey results--a particular concern in eastern Washington. The
location and timing of other forest practice activities are considered in deciding whether we can
isolate the targeted BMP. An upstream/downstream sampling design, looking primarily at nearfield indicators of BMP effectiveness, generally allows us to isolate site specific influences of
the practice. Recognizing that most of the state and private forest land base has experienced
some historical cumulative effects, we are primarily concerned with being able to identify the
n&effect of the BMP examples we study.
The fourth criterion involves the availability of a control site, usually a stream reach immediately
upstream from the BMP. This is a requirement if we are planning to do in-stream surveys at
the site. Off-site reaches may be used as controls if they are nearby and have similar
morphology and flow regime. The procedure for evaluating ‘whether treatment and control
reaches are similar is detailed in the field reconnaissance protocol in Appendix B. Sites lacking
suitable controls are discarded if the BMP evaluation requires in-stream surveys.

Potential study sites satisfying the site selection criteria are accepted. The selection of samples
(i.e., BMP examples) is not random in the technical sense because of our site selection criteria.
However, it is random in the general sense that when selecting study sites we begin by
considering several BMP examples for an area (e.g., a stack of recently approved FPAs), and
our screening process eliminates only those which do not meet our criteria. All others are
considered as potential sites.
Field Survey Methods
In order to systematically gather qualitative and quantitative information on Bh4P effectiveness
at selected field sites, we have developed and field tested numerous survey methodologies. In
developing these survey methods we held focused work sessions to discuss our working
assumptions, site and timing conditions required by the survey techniques, the relative sensitivity
of the techniques to documenting changes that may occur over the study period, and how results
of the surveys will be used in our BMP effectiveness evaluations. Detailed field survey
protocols are presented in Appendix B. The protocols include a purpose statement, equipment
and materials required, site selection criteria, method summary, assumptions relating specifically
to the survey method, specific steps for data collection, a conceptual rating strategy for BMP
effectiveness, miscellaneous notes and recommendations for conducting each survey, references,
and field forms. In the case of the two protocols for amphibian, and macroinvertebrate
bioassessment, less detail is provided since these surveys are primarily conducted cooperatively
by other investigators according to published methods.
Each of our survey methods has been identified as qualitative, quantitative, or both in Table 2.
Also included in Table 2 are abbreviations for each survey and the general BMP category which
may be evaluated by the survey. As outlined in the study plan, it is our intent to overlay
quantitative surveys on qualitative surveys for at least 15-2096 of the total number of BMP
examples evaluated.
Site selection criteria have been described above. At sites which meet our selection criteria, we
first conduct preliminary qualitative surveys (e.g., channel condition, photo point surveys,
cutbanMfd1 slope condition, culvert condition, etc.). Then, as time permits, and as required in
that particular physiographic region, we conduct preliminary quantitative surveys (e.g.,
streambank erosion, streambed stability, channel substrate transects, erosion pin networks, etc.).
Follow-up site visits are often required in order to complete all planned surveys. For example,
sediment routing surveys are conduct&~ after the aerial photography has been flown, and
mainline haul road run-off surveys are conducted during run-off events only. A series of followup surveys will be conducted from one to three years following the preliminary surveys to
evaluate change in erosion and sediment delivery processes over the study period.

8

Table 2. Survey Techniques Summary
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Table 4: Study Site Information, Cont.

uthern Cascades

I cuhretl

wthern Rockies

S-03

1New Road Construction

s-04
s-05
S-06
s-07
S-08
s-09
E-01

Hanrest
Harvest
Hawest
Hatvest
Harvest
Hawest
New Road Construction

E-02

New Road Construction

E-04
E-05
R-01

Harvest
Harvest
New Road Construction

Installation --

Construction Techniques
1Road Drainage Design
Cmstruction Techniques
Culvert Installation
RLTA
RLTA
Tractor/Wheeled Skidding
RMZ
RMZ
RMZ
Culvert Installation
Road Drainage Design
Road Drainage Design
Cuhwt Installation
1 construction Techniques
Tractor/Wheeled cl,:AA:^..
UP..UUU.~
Tractor/Wheeled Skidding
C u l v e r t Installatioa
(Tractor/Wheeled Skidding

Construction Techniques

18

We have summarized the key hypotheses we are testing in Table 3. The hypotheses are
organized by BMP, and survey methods that may be considered for testing each hypothesis are
indicated. These hypotheses address BMP effectiveness from the standpoint of what each BMP
is designed to accomplish.
Determination

of

BMP

Effectiveness

This project will use a weight-of-evidence approach to determine BMP effectiveness. That is
to say that we will generally use a combination of survey techniques to gather evidence of
effectiveness for each BMP example we study. The surveys allow us to collect different kinds
of information on various water quality related parameters. Some surveys will provide evidence
of erosion in upland areas and sediment delivery to streams, while others will provide~evidence
of changes in aquatic habitats (i.e., stream channels) or biological communities. In addition to
collecting different kinds of evidence, the different survey techniques also vary in their
sensitivity for detecting changes in sediment dynamics and water quality impacts, with some
surveys sensitive only to gross changes and others able to detect more subtle effects.
The weight-of-evidence approach is illustrated in Figure 2. The results of each survey will be
evaluated using decision criteria relating survey results to the water quality standards. Survey
results will fall into one of three categories: “Yes, ” the BMP example was effective; “No, * the
BMP example was not effective; or, in some cases, “Indeterminate,” meaning effectiveness
could not be determined for this BMP example with the survey technique used. Indeterminate
calls may be used where it is found that the survey technique was not appropriate to document
the type of change that occurred at a particular site, or where interferences did not allow
adequate evaluation of a particular practice. The evidence from the different survey techniques
employed will be used collectively to determine effectiveness of that particular BMP example.
However, since the survey techniques vary in their sensitivity, all survey results may not be
weighted equally in the overall BMP effectiveness call. Such a weight-of-evidence approach to
evaluating BMP effectiveness has been recommended in a national effort spear-headed by the
U.S. Forest Service (Dissmeyer, 1993), and is consistent with the approach outlined by
MacDonald et al. (1991) in the Environmental Protection Agency’s monitoring guidelines for
evaluating the effects of forest practices on streams in the Pacific Northwest.
Tests of BMP effectiveness will be based on narrative and numeric water quality standards
issues, especially beneficial use impairment. Effectiveness or ineffectiveness may be reflected
in assessments of erosion and sediment delivery to streams, aquatic habitat condition, direct
assessment of biota, or a combination of these types of information. For in-stream surveys,
determining the effects of the BMP example will be based largely on changes in the magnitude
or rate of erosion, sediment deposition, or stream channel destabilization in the treatment
(downstream) reach relative to the control (upstream) reach. The effects of delivered sediment
(as may be documented by on-slope monitoring techniques) that is transported downstream of
the BMP implementation site will also be considered.
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Table 3: Hypotheses Framework for Sediment BMP Study
Null Hv~otheses to be Tested

BMP Cateeory

Surve
m$

New Road
Construction
A)

Road Drainage
Design
WAC 222-24-025
(V(9)

A ) BMP specifications for design of road prism and drainage structures
result in adequate drainage relief (i.e. dissipation of runoff
volume/energy) such that drainage from new road construction will not
cause accelerated bank and channel erosion, mass tiasting, or other
erosion in stream channels and zero order basins that degrades aquatic
habitat or negatively affects other beneficial uses.

-Culvert Condition Survey
-CutbanklFillslope Survey
-Photo Point Survey
-Channel Condition Survey
-Streambank Erosion Survey
-Streambed Stability Survey

B)

Culvert
Installation and
Temporary
Stream
Crossings
WAC 222-24-040
(2)-(4)

B)

-Culvert Condition Survey
-Photo Point Survey
-Channel Condition Survey
-Streambank Erosion Survey
-Streambed Stability Survey
-Channel Substrate Survey

C) Construction
Techniques
WAC 222-24430 (2)
& (4).(9)

C ) BMP specifications for new road construction result in adequately
stabilized cut and fill slopes and properly placed sidecast material such
that new road construction sites are not subject to excessive surface
erosion and mass wasting that results in sediment delivery to surface
water and subsequent degradation of aquatic habitat or other beneficial
uses.

BMP specifications result in culverts and temporary stream crossings that
are adequately designed and stabilized such that there is no continuing
erosion with sediment delivery to surface water; accelerated streambank
erosion; culvert blowouts or other mass failure at stream crossings that
degrades aquatic habitats,or negatively affects other beneficial uses.

-Cutbank/Fillslope Survey
-Culvert Condition Survey
-Photo Point Survey
-Channel Condition SUIVey
-Streambank Erosion Survey
-Streambed Stability Survey
-Channel Substrate Survey
-Erosion Pin Network
-Runoff Sampling
-Macroinvertebrate Survey

D) Active Haul
Roads
WAC 222-24-050 (2)
CQ (4)

D) BMP specifications for maintenance of active haul roads result in roads
that are maintained to minimize erosion of road surfaces and keep road
subgrades, culverts, and ditches functional so that surface erosion and
mass wasting do not result in delivery of sediment to surface water and
subsequent degradation of aquatic habitats or other beneficial uses.

-Road Surface Condition Survey
-Runoff Sampling
-Cutbank/Piilslope Survey
-Channel Condition Survey
-Channel Substrate Survey
-Macroinvertebrate Survey

E) Tractor B
wheeled
Skidding
WAC 222-30-070
(1x9 a V)-(9)

E)

BMP specifications for ground-based yarding systems are adequate to
avoid excessive erosion and protect streams, such that erosion and
subsequent sediment delivery to streams and destabilization of
streambauks and channels does not degrade aquatic habitats or negatively
affect other beneficial uses.

-Sediment Routing Survey
-Photo Point Survey
-Channel Condition Survey
-Streambank Erosion Survey
-Streambed Stability Survey
-Channel Substrate Survey
-Erosion Pin Network
-Runoff Sampling
-Macroinvertebrate Survey
-Amphibian Survey

F)

F)

BMP specifications for Riparian Management Zones (RIG%), Streambank
Integrity, and Riparian Leave Tree Areas (RLTAs) are adequate to
prevent disturbance of stream banks and channels and prevent sediment
delivery to streams that degrades aquatic habitats or negatively affects
other beneficial uses.

-Sediment Routing Survey
-Photo Point Survey
-Channel Condition Survey
-Streambank Erosion Survey
-Streambed Stability Survey
-Channel Substrate Survey
-Macroinvertebrate Survey
-Amphibian Survey
-Runoff Sampling

G

mw

Streambank
rntegrity, &
RLTAs
WAC 222~30-@20
0x9, and WAC
2223o-o3o

1

Weight-Of-Evidence Approach
(Applied to Each EMP

Field Survey
Results

Example)

Decision Criteria
For Effectiveness

Survey-Specific

Overall

Effectiveness

BMP

Decisions

Effectiveness
Call

j

Suwey Technique 1
Survey 1 Criteria

x

--l--yEs \
Survey

Technique 2

Y E S -

survey 3 Crileria

INDETERMINATE

Survey Technique 3

Figure 2: Schematic of Weight-of-Evidence Approach
Used to’Determine
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BMP Effectiveness

0

Y E S

Several of the BMPs described in the Forest Practices Rules and Regulations apply explicitly to
type 1, 2, 3, and in some cases type 4 waters. With such rules, an important aspect of BMP
effectiveness that will be considered is the lack of explicit protection provided for type 5, and
in some cases, type 4 waters. As discussed in Pentec (1991), first and second order channels
(type 5 and 4 waters) comprise over 80% of the cumulative channel length in mountainous
watersheds and are significant sites for erosion and sediment production processes. This project
will evaluate the effectiveness of targeted BMPs from the standpoint of the protection provided
for all water types, not just water types explicitly stated in the language of the rules. This is
because the water quality standards apply to all water types.
The survey protocols presented in Appendix B contain conceptual strategies for rating BMP
effectiveness. Development of final decision criteria for determining whether water quality
standards are achieved, including criteria for interpreting narrative water quality standards, will
be a significant part of the analysis effort. Decision criteria which are appropriate for the
various surveys will depend upon the range of results obtained and the variability and uncertainty
inherent in the final data sets. The effort to develop decision criteria will include literature
review and consultation with the Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology
Water Quality Program, and other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses
as related to sediment impacts. We envision the formation of a work group to help formulate
decision criteria.
In addition to using multiple survey techniques to evaluate specific examples’ of BMP
implementation, we will be making effectiveness calls for multiple examples of each BMP
category assessed. This will lead to an overall determination of whether the BMP is effective,
partially effective, or not effective, and under what situations. Factors associated with BMP
effectiveness or ineffectiveness will be described. Based on these factors, recommendations will
be developed for enhancing the forest practice rules to prevent sediment-related water quality
impacts.
RESULTS
To date we have selected 36 study sites at which we are evaluating 79 examples of specific BMP
implementation. Study site locations and physiographic regions are shown in Figure 3. Table 4
summarizes study site information according to physiographic regions and BMPs evaluated. We
have categorized BMP examples into three general categories: harvesting, new road construction,
and road maintenance. Within these general categories, we have identified “specific BMPs,”
which are groupings of closely related practices as listed in the Washington Forest Practices
Rules and Regulations (Title 222 WAC--see Appendix A). Thus, each study site has one or
more specific BMP example to be evaluated, and each specific BMP example may represent one
or more individual practices, as listed in the WAC. Once a determination of compliance has
been made for a study site, it is assumed that the site is representative of typical BMP
implementation.
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Figure 3: Physiographic Regions and Study Site Locations
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Table 4: Study Site Information

I

Northern Cascades

W-0.7

1New Road Construction

w-04
w-05

Road Maintenance
New Road Construction

W-06
w-07
N-01

Harvest
Harvest
Harvest
New Road Construction

N-02

Road Maintenance
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Construction Techniques
Road Drainage Design
/Culvert Installation
Road Drainage Design
Construction Techniques
Active Haul Road Maintenance
Culvert Installation
Road Drainage Design
Construction Techniques
RMZ
RMZ
Tractor/Wheeled Skidding
RLTA
Road Drainage Design
Construction Techniques
Cuhwt Installation
/Active Haul Road Maintenance

I

Table 4: Study Site Information, Cont.

uthern Cascades

I cuhretl

wthern Rockies

S-03

1New Road Construction

s-04
s-05
S-06
s-07
S-08
s-09
E-01

Hanrest
Harvest
Hawest
Hatvest
Harvest
Hawest
New Road Construction

E-02

New Road Construction

E-04
E-05
R-01

Harvest
Harvest
New Road Construction

Installation --

Construction Techniques
1Road Drainage Design
Cmstruction Techniques
Culvert Installation
RLTA
RLTA
Tractor/Wheeled Skidding
RMZ
RMZ
RMZ
Culvert Installation
Road Drainage Design
Road Drainage Design
Cuhwt Installation
1 construction Techniques
Tractor/Wheeled cl,:AA:^..
UP..UUU.~
Tractor/Wheeled Skidding
C u l v e r t Installatioa
(Tractor/Wheeled Skidding

Construction Techniques
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The 79 BMP examples selected to date include 37 harvesting BMPs (tractor/wheeled skidding,
Riparian Management Zones, and Riparian Leave Tree Areas), 38 new road construction BMPs
(road drainage design, culvert installation, and construction techniques), and four road
maintenance BMPs (active haul road maintenance). Six physiographic regions of the state are
represented in the sample. Table 5 is a matrix that shows the surveys conducted or planned for
each of the study sites and specific BMP examples selected as of the date of this report. Planned
surveys are subject to change in cases where they are dependent on weather or timing of forest
practices.
During the initial phase of the study, we found that the FPA or other information on the
proposed practice is often not available for screening very far in advance of the operation.
Therefore, at several of our study sites we are having to rely on surveys which may be
conducted following BMP implementation, such as the sediment routing survey and surveys
evaluating the road prism and culvert installations. However, in more recent study site selection
efforts we have been successful at finding sites early enough to evaluate BMPs using additional
in-stream surveys.
At many of our study sites we are evaluating the effects of BMPs on small (type 4 and 5)
streams. This is partly because it is-often difficult to meet our site selection criteria for isolation
and control sites on larger streams, due to cumulative effects. It is also due in large part to the
greater number of small streams located in the vicinity of forest practices. A focus on low
order streams has been recommended in the U.S. Forest Service national approach to evaluating
BMP effectiveness (Dissmeyer, 1993), based on the premise that the possibility of accurately
evaluating forestry BMP effectiveness decreases with increasing stream order. However, we
believe that with some of our survey techniques and with an upstream/downstream sampling
design we can adequately address type 3 and larger streams in our evaluations of Riparian
Management Zones and several other BMPs.
FUTURE EFFORTS
Preliminary surveys will be conducted at many of the study sites during
period of 1993. The first set of follow-up surveys will be conducted in
of 1993 at those sites where preliminary surveys were conducted in the
1992. A few additional study sites are needed in the Willapa Hills,
Northern Cascades regions. Additional examples of active haul road
be selected by late fall of 1993:

the summer through fall
the late summer and fall
late summer and fall of
Southern Cascades, and
maintenance BMPs will

The project study plan states that study site selection will be coordinated with cumulative effects
watershed analysis (WA) efforts, subject to other. site selection considerations (e.g. the
stratification scheme). We had planned to consider incorporating BMP examples from
watersheds where WA had been completed with prescription packages approved through the
Forest Practice Rules provisions. This would allow an assessment of the. effectiveness of the
WA decision process for determining where standard BMPs are adequate and/or the effectiveness
19

* C = suweys

completed; P = surveys planned.

l

C = surveys completed: P = surveys planned.

Table 5: Study Site Survey Matrix with Preliminary Surveys Completed and Planned, cont.

* C = surveys completed; P = surveys planned.

of the customized prescriptions developed through WA. However, it does not appear that the
timing of completed prescription packages can accommodate this goal of coordinating our study
site selection with WA. Therefore we will focus our efforts on evaluating standard BMPs as
they are currently prescribed, including some which may be conditioned via the interdisciplinary
team process.
Some of the BMP examples we are evaluating are co-located with the study sites selected for
CMER’s Wildlife Riparian Management Zone study. BMP examples considered at these sites
will include riparian management xones and other harvest BMPs, as well as new road
construction BMPs. One major advantage of co-locating study s&s with the wildlife study is
that many of these sites will have stream amphibian surveys conducted by the wildlife study
teams. Another obvious advantage is that the timing of timber harvest activities has already been
coordinated to accommodate before and after field surveys. Efforts to co-locate suitable study
sites are being coordinated with CMBR’s Wildlife Steering Committee and the researchers from
the University of Washington and Eastern Washington University.
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APPENDIX A: BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES EVALUATED
(Excerpted from the Washington Forest Practices Rules and Regulations,
,’ Titk 222 WAC)

WAC 222-24-025

Road Design.

*(5)

ALL ROADS should be outsloped or ditched on the uphill side and app+apFiale surface drainage
shall be provided by the use of adquatc cross dnios, ditch-. drivable dips. relief cul~cr(s. WI~CT
bars, divcnion ditch=, or other such rtmetorrr domomtntd to be qlraUy sffcctivc.

*(a)

CROSS DRAINS, relief culvstts, and diversion ditches rhll rwt discharge onto emdibie
over fdl dopa unkss adquatc outfall pmlcaion is provided.

Grade
oto

7%

8% to 15%
over 15%

Distance
Westside

Distance
Eastside

1,000 ft.
800 ft.
600 ft.

1,500 ft.
1,000 ft.

SO%,

or

800 ft.

More frqoent solvsrt spacing or other drainage improvement UC rquircd where site spccitii svidencc of
peak llowr or roil iortrbiity makes additional sulvstts necusary to minimize cmrion of the road bed. ditches,
cut bank. sod tii slope to r-educe sedimentation of Typs 1. 2. 3 or 4 Waters, or within wetlands or to avoid
unreasonable risk to pobiic resoorcu. See F’att 5. Table 2 in the fotcsl pnctica board manual for
~‘Additional colvctl spacing rccommcndationr.~ On rqoest of the applicant. the depanmcnt may approve less
frquent drainage spacing where parent material (e.g. rock. gravel) or topography justify.
*(g) RELIEF CULVERTS imta.Ued oo forest roads shall meet the following minimum specifications:
(a) Be. at last B inches in diameter or qoivalcnt in western Washineton and 15 inches in
diameier or the e~oivalent in c~stertt Wadbineton.
@) Be installed sloping toward the outside cdgc of the toad at a minimum gradient of 3 perccot.
‘(9) DITCH DIVERSION. where roadside ditches slope toward a Type I, 2, 3 Water, or Tvoc A 01
w for more than 300 Icd and other&e would discharge into the stream ot’ wptland,
diven the dishwater onto the forest floor by t&cl culvert or other means at the fmt practical
point.

WAC 222-24-030 Road Construction.
*(2) DEBRJS BURIAL.
(n) In permanent road construction, do not bury:
Loose stomps, logs or chunks containing more than 5 cubic fecJ in the load-ba&g
m
portion of the mad, cxccpi 21 puncheon across m or for culvclt pmtcstion.
Any significant amount of organic debrir within the top 2 fcst of tie load-baring
W
pofiion oftbe mad. sxcspc as poochcon across we(landr or for culvert protenion.
(iii)
Excessive accumulation of debris or slash in any part of the load-bearing pottion of
the toad fd. except II punchmn across m or for culvett protection.
@) In the cases where temponly roads are being wnstrocted across knom a-s of unrrabk roils
and where possible sonrtluction failours would dtitly impact wtcn. the rquirements in (a).
(i), (ii) and (iii) of thii subsection shall apply. A temporary r&ad is a rbadvay which has
been opened for lhc potpo~ of the forest practice opsntion in question. and thereafter will be
an inactivcorabandonedmad.

*(q STA BILIZE SCIILS. When soil, cxposcd by mad construction. appcxs to be unstable or cmdiblc
and is s o located that slides. slips, slumps, or sediment may reasonably be cxpeacd to Cntcr Type
I, 2. 3 or 4 Water and thcrcby cause damage to a public resource, then such exposed soil areas
,haU be SC&~ with grass, ~lovcr. or other ground cwcr, or be treated by erosion COntml m-xsurcl
as l&d in
acccpcablc to the dcpartmcnt. >
board manual. to wetlands and wetland management mnq,
*(5)

CHANNEL CLEARANCE. Clear stream channel of all debris and slash generated during
operations prior to the removal of equipment fmm the vicinity, or the titer season. whichever ir
furr.

*(Es) DRAINAGE.
(a) .Ul n&red ditches. culvctu, cross drains. drainage dips, water ban. and diversion ditcha
shall be installed concurrently with the construction of the madway.
(b) Uncomplctcd mad construction 10 be let? over the winter season or other extended perad Of
hime rhau bc dnincd by outrlopina or cmss draining. Water ban md/or diipct~ion ditcha
may also be used to minim& cmdiig of the construction area and stream siltation. w
movement within w&lands must be mainbined.
‘(7) MOISTURE CONDITIONS. Construction shall be accompli&d when moisture a& soi, conditions
UC n o t ii!& t o rcsuk i n cxccssivc erosion and/or soil movement, so as to avoid damage to public
rcso”l-ccI.
‘(8) END HAUL/SIDECASTS. End haul or ovcrb4 canstmction is qui& wbt~. sign&ant
amounts of sids~ast material would rest below the SO-year Bood lcvcl of a Type 1, 2, 3, ,x 4
Water,.n
within the boundan f T
or
where the dcpanmcnt dctcrminu there is a potential for mars soil failure from ovcr!ading on
unstable slopes or fmm erosion of side cast material causing damage to the publio resources.
‘(9) WASTE DISWSAL. When spoil. v/astc and/or other dcbri. is generated during eonstmction, Utis
material shall be deposited or wasted in suitable a- or locations and bc govcmcd by Iht
following:
ti
Spail or other debris shall be dcpxitcd above the SO-year tlocd level of Type 1, 2, 3, or 4
Walers or in other locations so as to prcvcnt damage to public rcsou~cc~. The mat=ripl ,baB
be stabilized by erosion control mcasurcs IP nc~cssary 10 pmcnt the mate&l from cntctig
the W~lCrs.
u All Swill shall be localed outside of Tvw A and Tvoc B Wetlands and their we&nQ
FIM~.%SCIIIP~~ ZO~CS. Spoils shall not be located tilhin the boundaries of forest.4
ey
;
allowed within wetlands.
2 Truck roads. skid trails. and tire trails shall be 0ttt.90wd Or C~YM drab4 uohfll Of
hdinp.s and the water diverted wlO the forest floor wav fnmt the toe of mtr lemiinc
m
m
m Landin
s h a l l bc
b e , ‘least
w hshall
e r not
e t h ie r e is h i h mtenthl for m a t e r i a l tQ
-&) Excavation
mat erial
enter TY~X A or B wetlands or wetland msnseement zones or b?kw the OdinarI
high-water mark of anv stream or the 50-r-r fbod h?*d Of TVIX l-2.3. Or 4 Wlta.
B Wetla ds and their wetlao
crhpll
m All
within the
un a r i a o f forest
mana C”P”1 “es
e
wptlands without w&tett ~ootwal of the dcoatiment and unless a Ifis envimttmen~ll!
damaeine location is unavailable. No smil irea ttreater than 0.5 XIY in size sk*ll he
sllowed within wetland&

WAC 222-24-040 Water Crossing Structures.
‘(2) CULVERT INSTALLATION: AU permanent culvcrrr installed in forest toads shall be of. size
that is &qwtc to carry the 50-year flood or the road shall be const~cted to provide erosion
protection fmm the 5Oyear flood wtcrs which exceed the untcr-carrying capacity of the drainage
structu~c. Refer to Rt’t 5 ‘Recommended culvert sizes’ in the forest practices board manual for
the size of permanent culvctts rccommcndcd for use in foreat mad% If the dcpanmenl determines
that because of unstabk rlopcs the culven size show, on that table is inadquate to protect public
resources, it may rquire culvcn sizes io accotdanccwith the nomograph (&an) wntaittcd io Part 5
of the forcst practices board manual or with other gcncrnlly acccptcd cngioe.%ittg ptiocipks.
(a) No pcrmanmt culverr, shall be iostdkd that a-e smalkr than:
24 inches in diameter or the quivalent for anadmmous fsh streams or weilattda
(9
where anadmmous fsh are onsent.
1 8x*
inches or the
Cd)
(jjj)
I8 inches or the equivalent for alI other water or wetland cmssings i n western
Washineton.
m’
15 inches ot’ the muivalent for all other water or wetland cmssinrs in eastern
&J&g&g.
@) The alignment and slope of the culvcn shall patalkl the natural flow of the strcato whenever
possible.
(c)
when ftsh life is present. construct the bottom of the culvctt at or below the natural stltbtn
bed at the inla and outlcC.
(d) Terminate culverts on matmials that v+iU not readily erode, ruch as tiprap, the original stream
bed (if stable), or other suitable materials.
(e) If water is diverted from its rutural channel. mum this water to its natural stream bed via
culvert. flume, spillway, or the quivaknt.
(f)
When flumes, downspouts. domfall CUIV&, tic.. EZ “red to ptte fti slopes or to twx-n
water to its natural courses, the discharge point shall be protected from erosion by: (i)
Reducing the velocity of the water. (ii) use of rock spillways. (iii) riprap. (iv) splash plates.
or(v) other methods or sttuct~rcs demonstrated to be qually effective.
(g) Stream beds shall be cl~arcd for a distance of 50 feet upstream from the culvctt inlet of such
slash or debris that reasonably may be cxpectd to plug the culvcn.
(h) The entrance of all culvetts s h o u l d have adquatc catch basins and headwalls t o minimire the
possibility of emsion or fG failure.
*(3) CULVERTS IN ANADROMOUS FISH STREAMS. In addition to the rquircmcnts of subsection
(2) of this section, in strwns used by anadromous fsh:
(a) Culvctts shall be either open bottomed or have the bottom covered with gravel and installed
at least 6 inches below the natural strcatn bed at the inlet and outlet.
@) Closed bottom culverts shall not slope more than IR percettt; except as provided io (e) of th$
subsection; open bottom culvcN shall not slope more than the natural slope of the stran
bed.
(c) Where multiple culverts arc used, one oulvcrr shall be at last 6 inches lower than the
other(s).
(d) Culverts shall be sd to retain normal stream water depth throughout the culvert kn@h. A
downstream control may be rquimd t o create pooled water back into the culvert and t o
insure downstream streaot bed stability.
(e) Closed bottom culverts. set at existing sttcaot gradienta t&wan t/2 percent and 3 percatt
slope shall be designed with bafllu for water velocity control. or have an approved duigned
fishway.
(fj
The department, nRer consultation with the depnnmenu of f~herics and wildlife, shall impose
any occessary limitations on tbs lime of year in which such culvenr may be installed to
prevent interference with migration or spawning of anadmmous tish.
(g) Any of the rquirementr io (a) through (fJ of this subsection may be supncdcd b y a
hydnulic project approval.

‘(4) TEMPORARY WATER CROSSINGS.
(a) Temporary bridges md culvcrta, adequate to carry the highest anticipated flow in lieu of
carrying the X-year flood. may bs usedz
In the wertridc region if installed after June I and removed by SqXcmber 30 of the
(9
SmlC yur.
In the castside region if installed after the spring runoff and removed prior U, the
(3
snow buildup which could feed a heavy ronoff.
At other times, when the dcpanmcnt and applicant EPII agree to apccific dates of
(iii)
installation and removal.
@) Temporary bridgcr and culverts shall be promptly rcmcved upon completion of use, and the
approaches to the crossing shall be water barred and stabilized at the time of the emsring
removal.
(g) Temoorarv w&wd erossines shall he abandoned and restored based on a writien nlan
ao~roved hv the dewntmcnt arior to construction.

WAC 222-24-050 Road Maintenance.
*(2)

ACTIVE ROADS. An active mad is a forest mad being actively used for hauling of logs.
pulpwood, chips, or other major forest pmducts or rock and other mad building mat&&.
To the
extent necessary to prevent damage to public rcsourccs, the following maintenance shall be
conducted on such roads:
(a) Culvcru and ditches shall be kept functional.
@) Road surface shall be maintained aa necuwty to minimize erosion of the surface attd the
subgrade.
(c) During and on compktion of operations. mad surface sItall be ctumcd. outsloped, or water
barred and berms removed from the outside edge cxcqt tbors intentionally constructed for
protection off&.

‘(4) ADDITIONAL CULVERTS/MAINTENANCE. If the dqxttment determines based on physical
evidence that the above maintenance has been or will be inadequate to pmtcct public resources and
that additional measures will provide adequate pmtection i t s h a l l txquire the landowner or operator
to either elect to:
(a) Install additional or larger cuiveru or other drainage impmvcmcnts
as deemed necesuty b y
the depaltment; or
@) Agree t o an additional mad maintenance program. Such improvements in drainage or
maintcnancs may be squid o n l y aAer a field inspection and opportunity for an informal
confercrlcc.

WAC 222-30-020 Harvest Unity Planning and Design.
1(11 WESTERN WASHINGTON RIPARIAN MANAGEMENT ZONES. These zones shall be
measured horizontally from the ordiiary high-water mark of Type 1, 2 or 3 Water and extend to
the line when vegetation changes from wetland to upland plant community. pr to the line remtird
to leave sufli~ient shade as rewired bv WAC 222-30-040. whihcrer L rreater, but shall not be
less than 25 feet in width nor mom than the maximum widths described in (c) of this rubrsction.
pmvidcd that the riparian managcmcnt zone w i d t h shall be expanded as necessary to include
w*hnds or ponds adjacent to the stream. When the rioarian man~eement mne overlaos a T7n.q
A or B Wetland or P Wetland Mananemettt Zone. the rcauirememt whiih best nmtcetl twblii
ressourca shall aoolr.
(a) Harvest units shall be designed so that felling. bucking. yardiig or skidding, and reforestation
can be accomplished in accordance with these regulations. includiig those reguQtionr relating
to stream bank integrity and shade rauiremcnts to maintain stream temperature. where
the need for additional actions or restrictions adjacent to waters cat covered by the foUotig
became evident. WAC 222-12450 and 222-12-060 may apply.

(b)

When rquestcd in writing by ,he applicant. ,hc depanmcn,

(c)

al,cma,e
plan for ,hc rip&n mansgcmcn,
zone.
Within Lhc riparia mamgcm&, zone. ,hcrc shall be lrccs leti for wildlife and fishcries
habiti, 1s provided for in the char, below. Fifty percent or more of the lrecs shsU be live and

shall assist in prcparalion

of an

undamaged on completion of the harvest. The leave trees shall be nndomly distributed when
fcasiblc; some clumping is allowed to accommodaa opcrarional considerations. The number.
size, spcciu and ratio of lcavc trees. deciduous
and avenge tidlh of the water
this subsection
WATER
TYPE/
AVERAGE
WIDTH

type within

10 conifer, is spccificd

the hawest

unit.

Trees

by the bed material
I& according to (d) of

may be included in the number of rquircd lcavc trees in this subsection.’
RATIO OF
CONIFER TO
DECIDUOUS/
MINIMUM
SIZE
LEAVE
TREES

RHZ
MAXIMUM
WIDTH

I TREES/1000
FT.
EACH SIDE
GRAVEL/
COBBLE
<lo”
DIAMETER

100’

BOULDER/
BEDROCK

50 trees

25 trees

1 6 2
water
under 75’

75’

FeprCS.C”tative o f
stand

100 tree*

50 trees

3 “ater
5’ a over

50’

2 to II
12” or
next
largest
available

75 trees

25 trees

3 -dater
less than
5’

25’

1 to I/
5” or next
largest
available

25 trees

25 trees

‘Or next largco: available’
when

those rvailablc

rquircs that the next largcs,

trees to those specified in the rule be Ictl standing

are smaller than the sizes specified.

Ponds or lakes which arc Type L. 2 or 3 Walcn

shall have the same lwvc ~roc rquircmenls as bouldcrflxdrock streams.
.(d)
Far wildlife habitat within the rip&an management
zone, leave an avcragc
and uncut wildlife trees per acre aL the ralio of 1 deciduous

of 5 undisturbed

,rce lo L conifer kc qua1 in rizc

to ,he largest cxirling ,rczs of those species within the zone. whcrc the 1 10 I ra,io is no,
possibk. ,hcn substbutc ei,hcF species prcacn,. Foay percent or more of the leave ,rces shall
bc live and undamaged an compluion of harvest.
whenever posriblc.
(c)

When 10 percent
managcmcnt

or more of the harvest

Wildlife trees shall be left in clumps

unit lies wilhii PBY combination of a tipatin

zone of Type I , 2 or 3 Waters or a wetland manaeemmt zone and the harvest

unit is a clearculling

of 30 acres or Ias, kavc

not less than 50 percent of the ,rccs rquircd in

(c) of ,hii subsection.
‘@I

EASTERN WASHINGTON RlPARfAN
MANAGEMENT ZONES. These znncs shaU be
mcasurcd horizontally from the ordinary high-water mark of Type 1. 2 or 3 Watcn and extend
the Iins where vcgclalion
to leave rufli~iennt

lo

change from wclknd to upland plant community, gr to the line reauired

shade ,I nouired br WAC 222-30-040. whichever

k crrater, but shall not be

less than the minimum width nor mom than the maximum widths dacribcd in (c) of this

subsection. provided that the riparian management
zone width shall be expanded PI necessary to
include walandr or ponds adjacent to the stream. When the rioarian manaeemmt zone overlam
a Twe A or B Wetland or a Wetland Manseement Zone. the rcauiremcnt which best ~mtffts
public resource3
(a)

Harvest

shall PDD)Y.

units shall be designed so that felling, bucking, yarding or skidding, and reforestation

can be accomplished in accordance with these regulations. including those regulalions

relating

10 stream bank inlcgrity and shade reauirements to maintain stream tempentum. Whcrc
the need for additional actions or restrictions adjaccnl
bccoms

to waters c-at covered by the following

evident. WAC 222-12-050 and 222-12660 may apply.

(b)

When rquestcd in writing by Ihe applicant. the depanmcnt shall assist in prepantion of an
akcmatc plan for Ihe riparian managemcnr
zone.

(c)

Wblhin rhe riparian management zone. there shall be trees IeA for wildlife and fuherics
babilal as provided for below. Fifty percent or more of the trees shall be live and undamaged
on complcrian

of the harvest. The leave trees shall be randomly distributed

where fcasibk;

some clumping is allowed to accommodate operational
considerations.
The width of the riparian managcmcnf
zone shall be bared on Ihe adjacent harvest
(9
type as defined in WAC 222-16 OlO(33)
harvest type is:

Partial cutting. when

the adjacent unit

Pa&) cutting - The riparian managcmcnr
zone width shall be a minimum of 30 feet
to a mmimum of 50 fee, on each side of the stem.
Other harvest types - The riparian

managcmcnt

zone shall avcragc

50 feet is, width on

each side of Ihe stream with P minimum width of 30 fat and P maximum of 300 fea
on each side of the stream.
Leave tree rquiremcnu within the ripnrkn management zones of Type 1. 2 or 3
Waters:

(A)
(B)

Leave all trees I2 inches or ksr in diamexcr breast height (dbh); and
Leave all wildlife reserve trq within the riparian management zone where
oocratkns in the vicinity do not vi&k the state safety regulations
296-54 WAC and ChaDter 49.17 RCW sdminbtered bv dsoartmcrd
and industries. rafctv division): and

CC)
(W

(chapter
of labor

Lwvc 16 live conifer trees/ acre bdwccn
I2 inches dbh and 20 inches dbh
distributed by size. as represcnlaiive
of Ihe and: md
Leave 3 live conifer trecslncrs
deciduous treeslacrc

20 inches dbh or larger and tic 2 largest live

16 inches dbh or larger. where these deciduous trea do

not exist. and where

2 wildlife reserve trpglacre 20 inches or Larger do not
exist. substitute 2 live conifer truslacrc 20 inchw dbh or larger. If live conifer
trees of 20 inches dbh or Lrger do not exist within the riprian managcmcnt
zone. then substitute the 5 largest live conifer tre.x/acrr; and

(El
(iii)

Lavs 3 Uvs deciduous IreeaIac~ betwean
they exist.

Miniium

Icave tree rqukmcnu per aerr for Type I,2 md 3 Waters. Trees left

for (c)(ii) of this rubscclion
(A)

shall be included in the minimum counts.

On sIrearns with a bouldcrmcdmckbcd. the minimum leave Lace rquiremcnu
shall be 75 trees/acre

4 inches dbh or larger.

(B)

On swearns with a gnvcl/cobbk (less than 10 inches diamuer) hod. the
minimum Icave tree rquiremcnt shall be I35 trees/acre
4 inches dbh or larger.

(C!)

On laker or ponds tic minimum lcavc t.-% rquiremcnt shall be 75 trees/acre
inchcr dbh or larger.

Note: (Sa the Forest Practices Board Manual for asrislancc
widths.)
(d)

12 in&s and 16 inches dbh where

in calculating lreeslacrc

and average

Rh4Z

When 10 pxccnt or more of the harvest unit lies within anr combination of q riprian
management

zone of Type 1 , 2 or 3 Walcn or wetland manaecment zone and either the

harvest unit is a ckarcuning of 30 acres or less or Ihe harvcsl unit is a panial cutting of 80
scrcs or lcrr. Iavc not less than 50 pcrccnt of the trees rquired in (c)~of this subsection.
(See WAC 222.lGOlO(33) Pa&l

cutting.)

4

f@~ RIPARIAN

LEAVE TREE AREAS. The dcpanmcnt

will require

!rces

to be 14 along Type 4

Waler whcrc such pracliccr’arc
nccerrary
10 prn~ct public rc~ourccs. Where such pncliccs arc
necessary law at least 2S conifer or deciduous ~rccs. 6 inches in diameter or larger. on each side
of wcry lOCHI

k-3 ol smam length within IS Ieel of the strwm. The lwvc

trees may be arnngcd

10 accommodate Ihe operation.

WAC 222-30-030 Stream Bank Inteeritv.
*In the ripnria”

management zone along all Type 1, 2 and 3 Waters, the opcraror

rha”:

(1)

AVOID DISTURBING BRUSH and similar understory

vegeuuion;

(2)

AVOID DISTURBING STUMPS and mot systems and any logs embedded in the bank;

(3)

LEAVE HIGH STUMPS where necessary to prevent felled and bucked timber from entering

(4)

water;
Lwvc trees which display large root systems cmbcdded

the

in the bank.

[Slalutary
Authority: RCW 76.09.040. 87.23436 (O&r S3S). ~222-30.030. fdcd 1 l/16/87, effective
l/l/88; Order 263. 9222-30-030. lilcd 6/16/76.]

WAC 222-30-070 Tractor and Wheeled Skidding Systems.
‘(1) TYPED WATERS AND WETLANDS.
Tncrar
___....~~~~and whe&d skidders shall not be used in Tw1, 2 or 3 Waler, except with approval
by the department and with a hydraulic pmjcct approval of the departments of lishcriw or

(4

wildlife.

C-4

In order to maintain wetland water movement and water auslitr. and to Drevent

soil

comcmction,
tractor or wheeled skiddfn shall not be used in Tme A or B Wetlands
without prior written aoom~al of the deosrtmcnt,
Within all wetlands. tractori and wheeled skidder svstems’shall

be limited to low impact

hnrvmt rvttems. Ground based beeine swtcms owratine in wetlands shall onlr be
allowed within wetlands durine wriods of low soil moisture or fmzen soil conditions.
(.J, Skidding across any flotig Type 4 Waler shall be minimized and when
done. tcmponry stream crorrings shall be urcd. if necessary. to maintain stream bed
inlcgrily.

‘(2) RIPARIAN M A N A G E M E N T Z O N E .
(a)
Logging will be pcrmitled
within the zone. However,
any UIC of Lractorr. whc&d skidders.
or other yarding machines within the zone must be as described in an approved fores1
pracliccr

-J~J

application or otherwise

appmvcd

in writing by the depanmcnt.

(b)

Where skidding in or through the riparian management
skidding roules through Ihc zone shall be minimized.

(c)

Logs shall bc skidded so as to minimize damage 10 leave trees and vcgctation in the ripwian
managancnt zone. to the extent practical and consistent wirh gwd safely practicer.

WETLANDS MANAGEMENT ZQNES.
a
Loeeine will be oermitted within wetland
m

Ihe number

of

manneement zones.

Where feasible leer shall be skidded at least with one end rusoended
from the wound SJ
as fo minimize soil disturbance and damaee to leave trees and veeetation
in the wetland
mannecmrnt

u

zone is ncccssary.

zone,

Tmctors. wheeled
skidderr. or other wound hased harvestine svstcm~ shall not b-z used
within the minimum WMZ width without writlen approval of the deoartmcnt.

m DEADFALLS. Logs fumly embedded in the bed or bak of Typs 1. 2, 3 or 4 Wan shall not bc
removed or unncccssady dirubcd w i t h o u t hydnulic project approval of the dcpfimenU of
fisheries or wildlife.
*a MOISTURE CONDITIONS. Tractor and whcclcd skidders shall nor be used on
cxpascd emdible soils or hvdric (wetland) so& when soil moisture content L so high that
unreasonable soil commaction, roil dirlurbance. or m stream, lake or pond siltation would
X.%lh
PROTECTION OF RESIDUAL TIMBER. Reasonable care shall k tiea, to
minimize damage from skidding to the stems and mot systems of rcsidw) limber and to young
repmductan.
*a SKID TRAIL CONSTRUCTION.
(a) Skid trails shall b-z kep to the minimum feasible width.
(6,

@) Reasonable care shall be taken to minimize the amount of ridcurt required and shall only be
permined above the SO-year f&d level.
(c) Skid &Is shall be outsloped where practical. but be insloped where necusary to prevent log,
from sliding 01 rolling downhill off the skid trail.
‘@ SKID TR4lL MAINTENANCE. Upon completion of use and termination of
seasonal MC. skid trails on rloprt in exposed soils shall be wa,er barred when necusaq to pmen,
soil erosion.
*ce, SLOPE RESTRICTIONS. Tractor and wheeled skidden shall not be used ax,
slopes where in the opinion of the dcpaflmcnt this mcthcd of opmtion would cause unnccctsary or
material damage to a public resource.

Appendix B: Field Stirvey Protocols

1. Field Reconnaissance Survey
2. Photo Point Survey
3. Channel Condition Survey
4. Streambank Erosion Survey
5. Streambed Stability Survey
6. Channel Substrate Survey
7. Culvert Condition Survey
8 . CutbanWFillslope Survey
9. Erosion Pin Survey
10. Road Surface Condition
11. Runoff Sampling
12. Sediment Routing Survey
13. Amphibian Survey
14. Macroinvertebrate Survey

Field Reconnaissance Survey
Purpose:
The purpose of the field reconnaissance is to document preliminary information on a
potential study site in order to apply standardized, objective criteria during study site
selection. A second purpose is to collect field reconnaissance information to assist in
evaluating BMP effectiveness during follow up surveys. The third purpose is to summarize
logistics information for future work, including landowner contacts, legaldescriptions,
etc.
A fourth purpose is to apply a standardized methodology for ranking study sites into “Slope
Hazard’ categories. The fifth purpose of the field reconnaissance survey is to identify
surveys which are both feasible and necessary for adequate BMP evaluation.
Information gathered during field reconnaissance will be used to provide the information
framework necessary for investigation, analysis, and meaningful interpretation of data.
Materials:
Forest Practices Application (FPA)
Area Road Map or Gazetteer
USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle maps (if available)
orthophoto maps of the relevant township or 1\4 township (if available)
aerial photos (1:12,000 scale)
soils maps and/or geologic maps (identify source)
State DNR rain-on-snow zone maps
water type maps
clinometer
compass
wide angle, 35 mm. camera
200 or 400 ASA print film
100 meter fiberglass measuring tape
field reconnaissance survey forms
channel condition survey form
lead pencils
Site Selection Criteria
Following FPA review, candidate study sites are selected for the field reconnaissance survey.
The three primary criteria we used to select sites for reconnaissance are 1.) the presence of
any type I-V waters of the state 2.) the timing of the forest practice and whether it is
possible to conduct preliminary surveys before a significant hydrologic event, and 3.)
whether there is a reasonable possibility of isolating the effects of the BMP from the
cumulative effects of past land use activities including, but not limited to, forest practices,
grazing, and mining.

Method Summary:
After initial screening, field visits are conducted & potential study sites in order to ground
truth the site conditions. Information gathered at the’ she, including logistics, slope hazard
class, an assessment of compliance with BMPs, availability of suitable control sites, and
survey potential are used to assess the suitability of study sites.
Assumptions:
Study sites are selected without bias, other than site s&&ion criteria, because all FPAs
obtained for review are screened for the same criteria.
Survey Methods:
1. Following initial screening of FPAs for potential study sites, landowners are contacted,
informed about the objective of the project, and, if cooperative, asked a series of
standardized questions regarding the accuracy of water types identified on the FPA, the
timing of the operation, access and logistics details. A written record of the telephone
conversation is filed. Very often we coordinate a meeting with the landowner at this point to
discuss the project and the potential study site(s).
2. Maps and aerial photos of the study site are now obtained and the information recorded
on the field reconnaissance form.
3.. Upon arrival at the potential study site we locate and confirm the water types. If a
suitable type I-V stream is present, we then investigate land use interferences and discuss
whether these impacts are so great as to preclude using the site. Impacts from past land uses
vary on a continuum across the landscape and we often spend some $me discussing the
suitability of particular sites for this reason. Unlike slope angles which can be measured and
soils which can be cltisified for various characteristics, the impacts of past activities are not
quantifiable, making this portion of the survey difficult and subject to best professional
judgement.
4 . If the waters are accurately ty@ and are located withii or adjacent to the BMP affected
area and any interferences from past and current land uses are acceptable, we then evaluate
the availability of a reference/control stream reach. A reference area would be one outside
the forest practices unit boundary with similar physical characteristics as that reach of stream
potentially affected by the BMP. Ideally, gradient, and overall channel morphology would
be similar between the two reaches in order to more readily compare changes between them.
In most cases we look for a control reach immediately upstream of the treatment reach.
Treatment and control reaches are considered similar, if, using the channel condition survey,
it is determined they: 1) have the same channel morphology class, 2) have the same peak
flow response category, and 3) the relative percent difference of the reach gradients, (RPD)
does not exceed 50 %, where the RPD is the range of the reach gradients expressed as a
percent of the mean gradient.
5 . If the criteria identified above are met, the stidy site is accepted. The study sit& is
rejected if one or more of the criteria are not met.
^

6. The surveys which may be conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the BMP
are noted on the field form before leaving the site.
7.) Slope measurements are taken which are used to determine the Slope Hazard category
from the sample stratification scheme. The Slope Hazard category is determined separately
for road and harvest Bh4Ps, according to the following protocols.
ForRoad Slope Hazard Categories are determined by measuring the sideslope with a
clinometer, above and below the road at all type l-5 stream crossings within the study
segment. Measurements are taken directly along the fall line from the top of upper
streambanks (i.e. extreme high water mark) for a slope distance of 30-60 meters or to the
first significant slope break. Slope measurements are taken and recorded in %. All
measurements taken at stream/drainage crossings of the road are averaged to determine
average slope for the site. Average and maximum slopes are recorded on the field form.
The maximum side slope gradient at the stream crossing(s) which are the focus of planned
surveys is used to determine the Slope Hazard Category for sample stratification.
For Harvest BMPs; Slope Hazard Categories are determined by measuring the sideslope
with a clinometer, within the stream valley along the treatment reach (i.e. the reach within
the harvest unit.) Measurements are taken directly along the fall line from the top of upper
streambanks (i.e. extreme high water mark) for a slope distance of 30-60 meters or to the
first signifcant slope break. Slope measurements are taken at the top, middle, and bottom of
the study reach. Study reaches are 20-25 times the average active channel width. If the
harvesting practice will be on both sides of the stream, then slope measurements are taken on
both sides. All measurements taken are averaged to determine average slope. The average
and maximum slope are recorded on the field form. The maximum side slope gradient, in
%, within the stream valley of the treatment reach is used to determine the Slope Hazard
Category for sample stratification.
Miscellaneous Notes and Recommendations:
Always attempt to complete the field reconnaissance form before leaving the site. While best
obtained in the field, hi slope gradients can be calculated from topographic maps.

Photo Point Survey
for
Stream Channels and Skid Trails
Purpose:
To establish photo points that visually document stream, skid trail, and related features
subject to change after a Best Management Practice is implemented. To record point lines
along stream channels and skid trails in a way that allows the same photo points to be used
over time.
Materials:
camera with date-back feature
200 or 400 ASA print film
100 meter measuring tape
compass
survey rod
bright pink meter stick, for scale
bright pink half meter stick, for scale
survey flags
write-in-the-rain field book
photo point survey field forms
sharpie or grease pencil
lead pencils
Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for stream channel photo points are selected where new road construction and/or
harvest activities are conducted near streams and where a control reach is available either
upstream or nearby a treatment reach. Sites for skid trail photo points are selected where a
survey is able to be conducted after BMP implementation and prior to impacts from a high
intensity rainfall/runoff event.
Method Summary:
Oblique angle photographs are taken of stream channels, skid trails, or road surface features
Initial photos of stream channels are taken prior to any instream impacts from the
implemented BMP. Initial photos of skid trails are taken as soon as practical after BMP
implementation. Photos are taken along a point line established so that subsequent surveys
are able to be conducted using the same viewpoints. Erosion, sediment storage, and other
features are noted to show how the skid trial or channel changes over the project study
period. Streambanks, sediment wedges, boulder clusters, and woody debris are some of the
stream features photographed during this survey. Skid trail surfaces, water bars, vegetative
covering, and design are some of the skid trail features photographed during this survey.
Additional photo point surveys are conducted one to three years later, depending on the site
and project considerations.

Assumptions:

Gross changes in stream features, substantial amounts of surface erosion and sediment
delivery from skid trails to surface water are able to be documented by sequential photo
surveys over the project study period.
The magnitude, rate, and type of change in channel conditions in control reaches,
immediately upstream of implemented ‘BMPs, represent baseline conditions against which
changes in downstream treatment reaches can be compared. Certain differences may be
attributed to the effects of the implemented forest practice.
Any delivery of sediment originating from a skid trail to surface water is an increase over
background levels.
While small, steep streams may ultimately function as sediment transport reaches over
geomorphologically relevant time scales. they function as sediment storage reaches and
aquatic life habitat the majority of the time.
Stability of stream banks. channels, and sediment storage elements such as large woody
debris is essential for maintaining beneficial uses.
At channel crossings and direct entry ditchlines along skid trials the sediment delivery ratio is
100%. At cross drains located within 60 meters of surface water the probability.of sediment
delivery is less than 100% (Burroughs and King, 1989).
Survey

Method:

1. Identify the survey location on unit map. Use sketch if necessary to ensure relocation of
survey.
2. Complete the following required survey site informatibn on the first page of the field
notebook:
Study.Site ID (e.g. EO2)
Survey ID (e.g. POl)
Brief Description of Features Surveyed, BMP studied, and Location of Unit
Date
Time
Film Type
Film Speed
Camera Used
Weather
Permanent Point Description
3. Select a permanent point near the start of the photo point network. Examples include:
culverts, large stumps, large rocks that arc unlikely to move, etc. Describe the features of
the permanent point for future reference in the notebook. Use sketch if necessary. A photo
may be taken from the permanent point. Make sure date-back feature on camera is turned on

and set for the month/date/year mode. Record the object photographed, azimuth and distance
from the permanent point in the notebook. Flag the permanent point and label it PP (for
“permanent point”) with the survey number.
4. Select a feature to be photographed. Measure the distance, percent slope, and azimuth
from the permanent point to this first selected point. Note: for skid trail photo surveys place
photo points a maximum of 15 meters apart. Place a flag on or near the location where the
photographer stands and label it PO1 (photo point 1). If it is not possible to place a flag
where the photographer would stand to take a picture, record the location in relation to the
photo point (i.e. “standing 1 meter towards the stream channel”). Include the survey number
on all flags. Take a picture of one or more features and record the following information in
the notebook:
Stream Photo Surveys
Information is to be recorded on facing pages. On the left page record: from point #,
to point #, distance, azimuth, and percent slope. On the right page record for each
photo taken: frame #, telephoto’(y/n), stereo pair (y/n), and feature description.
Describe the photo technique (crouching, bent over, etc.), and note location of the
viewpoint relative to the flag placement, and the subject photographed. These
original notes are to be referred to on subsequent surveys.
Skid Trail Photo Surveys
Information is to be recorded on facing pages. On the left page record: from point #,
to point #, distance, azimuth, and percent slope. On the right page record for each
photo taken: frame #, telephoto (y/n), stereo pair (y/n), percent vegetative covering
on the skid trail surface, evidence of erosion (gullies, rills, tension cracks, sediment
wedges, etc.), evidence of storage and erosion prevention (water bars, hill slope
benches), and skid trial design description (inslope, outslope, flat, crowned). Also,
place the points so that water bars are able to be photographed and the distances
between water bars is documented. Describe the ,photo technique (crouching, bent
over, etc.), and note location of the viewpoint relative to the flag placement, and the
subject photographed. These ,original notes are to be referred to on subsequent
surveys.
5. Select the next feature to be photographed. Measure the distance, percent slope, and
azimuth from the previous point to this next selected point. Place and flag, take one or more
photos, and record information in the field notebook as in step 4.
6. Continue moving along the point line being established until the survey is finished. For
photo surveys in streams, the reach length to be surveyed equals roughly 25 times the active
channel width. Label the final point as “Px, last point” in the notebook.
7. Option: Create a photo mosaic using ,low altitude photos. Photos are taken by suspending
a camera 6 meters above the stream features viewing straight down. Photo points are spaced
every 3 to 4 meters to create a connected photo mosaic.

8. Subsequent photo point surveys are conducted one to three years after BMP
implementation, depending on site and project considerations. Subsequent surveys are used
to determine changes in features that have occurred over the study period. Where possible,
subsequent surveys are conducted during the same season and under similar flow conditions
as the previous surveys.
Miiellaneous Notes and Recommendations:
General Photography Notes:
Capture the entire scale (one meter or one-half meter) when taking all photographs.
Make sure the wide view of the scale is facing the camera.
Keep in mind that the final prints do not show the entire area inside the camera’s
viewfinder, shoot conservatively.
Never take the original photo survey field notes into the field. Take copies from the
site file only.
Do not take a series of photos of the same feature that will need to be pasted together
later. Try to capture the entire feature in one photo.
Streambank Features Photo Notes:
Shoot from center of stream channel, upstream, adjacent, or downstream of
streambank. Place the scale either vertically on high banks, horizontally on long, low
banks.
Sediment Wedge Features Photo Notes:
Take the photos while looking downstream. Stand above or on top of the stored
sediment and shoot down. Place the scale horizontal to the photo direction on top of
the substrate.
Sediment Wedge Obstruction Photo Notes:
Take the photos while looking upstream. Place the scale vertically against the storage
mechanism to give a sense of the feature’s height.
Stream Channel Morphology Features Photo Notes:
Take photos looking both downstream and back upstream as the network is built. Try
to capture the channel cross section features. Place the scale horizontally across the
stream bottom.
Skid Trail Features Photo Notes:
When taking photos of water bars, place the scale vertically on the water bar, leanin’g
back along the slope distance. When taking photos of skid trail surfaces, place the
scale horizontally across the width of the skid trail, tilted so that the wide part of the
scale is facing the camera.

L

Skid Trail Cutbank Features Photo Notes:
Lean the scale vertically, along the slope distance of the cutbank, with the wide part
of the scale facing the camera.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:

Determination of BMP effectiveness using the stream photo survey considers the relative
magnitude and rate of change in streambank erosion, sediment deposits, and storage elements
in the treatment reach relative to that of the control reach based on photo interpretation and
best professional judgement. The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an
increase in bank erosion, sediment deposition, or destabilization of channel features such as
large woody debris.
Determination of BMP effectiveness using the skid trail photo surveys considers evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to a stream. The BMP is considered effective if
there is no evidence of continuing erosion with sediment delivery to a stream.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:

Burroughs, E.R. Jr., J.G. King. 1989. Reduction of soil erosion of forest roads. USDA
Forest Service General Technical Report INT-264. p. 2 1.
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Channel Condition Survey
Purpose:
To qualitatively document stream channel characteristics and conditions of certain channel
features within control and treatment reaches, before and/or after a harvest, road
construction, or haul road maintenance Best Management Practice (BMP) is implemented.
Also, to evaluate the similarity between control and treatment stream reaches at a candidate
study site during field reconnaissance.
Materials:
100 and 30 meter fiberglass tape
metric carpenter’s tape
survey flags
channel condition field forms and clipboard
lead pencils
clinometer
substrate viewer
Site Selection Criteria:
Channel condition surveys are conducted at sites where new road construction, harvest,
and/or haul road maintenance BMPs are implemented near streams, and where a control
reach is located upstream of or nearby the treatment reach.
Method Summary:
lnitial assessments of the control reach and downstream treatment reaches are conducted prior
to any in-stream impacts from the implemented BMP for harvest practices, and after road
construction but prior to a major hydrologic event (e.g. winter storms or snowmelt) for road
construction practices. The study reach is generally 25 times the average active channel
width in length. The reach is walked and the conditions of the channel bed and banks are
observed. Gradient over the reach length is measured using a clinometer. After walking the
reach one or more times, a channel condition form is completed. Additional channel surveys
are conducted one to three years later, depending on site and project considerations.
Assumptions:
Gross changes in stream channel conditions, including streambank stability, in-channel
sediment storage, and substrate composition, can be documented by sequential qualitative
surveys of channel features over the project study period.
The magnitude, rate, and type of change in channel conditions in the control reach
immediately upstream of BMPs represents the baseline conditions against which changes in
the downstream reach can be compared, and certain differences may be attributed to the
effects of the forest practice.
While small, steep streams may function as sediment transport reaches over
geomorphologically relevant time scales, they function as sediment storage reaches and
aquatic life habitat the majority of the time.

Stability of stream banks, channels, and sediment storage elements such as large woody
debris is essential for maintaining beneficial uses.
Survey Method:
1. Identify the survey location on unit map. Use sketch if necessary to ensure relocation of
survey.
2. Measure a minimum of three representative average active channel widths on the control
reach and multiply by 25 to obtain reach length; minimum length is 20 channel widths for
longer reaches. In some cases, the study reach may be longer than 25 channel widths.
Note the reach length on the channel condition form.
3. Walk the control reach for the entire length one or more times and observe conditions of
the channel bed, banks, and other items listed on the channel condition form. Take
gradient shots between two people throughout the reach using a clinometer, measure the
distance of the shot with fiberglass tape, and note in the field book. Gradient for the
reach is calculated as a weighted-average of shots taken along the reach (weighted by the
distance of each shot). Active channel and valley bottom width are generally measured at
each stopping point while walking the reach for gradient measurements. Valley wall slope
is measured occasionally while walking the reach.
4. Set a flag or tie a ribbon at the beginning and end of the reach. If the channel conditions
such as confinement, stream gradient, or dominant channel bed or bank material change
significantly, a new reach is described.
5. Complete the channel condition assessment of the control reach by circling or filling in the
field form. The channel condition fields form has been adapted from the methodology
developed by Metzler (1992). The channel morphology classification used was developed
by Montgomery and Buffington (1993) as part of the TFW CMER Program.
6. Conduct a channel condition assessment of.the treatment reach as described for the control
reach above, steps 2-5.
7. Subsequent channel condition assessments are conducted one to three years after the BMP
has been implemented (depending on site and project considerations), and are used to
determine changes in channel features that have occurred over the study period in control
and treatment reaches. Where possible, subsequent surveys are conducted during the
same season and at similar flow regimes as the initial survey.
Miscellaneous Notes and Recommendations:
It is helpful to take notes in the field book while measuring gradient, width, etc., indicating
channel conditions within each segment of the study reach. Take notes on bank condition,
substrate composition, pool condition, armoring, fresh deposits, etc. to use in tilling out the
form after walking the reach.

Conceptual Rating Strategy:
Determination of BMP effectiveness related to instream impacts considers the rate and
magnitude of change in streambank destabilization, sediment deposits and channel substrates,
and sediment storage elements in the study reach relative to changes in the control reach.
The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in bank erosion,
sediment deposition or destabilization of channel control elements such as large woody debris
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:
Metzler, J. 1992. Stream Channel Conditions Assessment. A Methodolopv to Evaluate
Channel Damage Related to Increased Peak Flows. Jones and Stokes Associates. Bellevue,
Washington.
Montgomery, D.R. and J.M. Buffngton. 1993. Channel Classification. Prediction of
Channel Resnonse. and Assessment of Channel Condition. Department of Geological
Sciences and Quaternary Research Center, University of Washington. Seattle, Washington.
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Streambank Erosion Survey

Purpose:

To document the number, type, and extent of streambank erosion features in treatment and
control reaches, and take measurements of the physical dimensions (exposed surface area,
length, height) in order to evaluate the rate of change in the number and extent of such
features.
Materials:

field notes for photo-point survey of the study reach (to generate “P-line” map of study reach)
rite-in-rain graph paper for making sketch
metric carpenters tape
field notebook
streambank erosion survey field forms
pencils
30 & 100 meter fiberglass tapes
35 mm camera with telephoto and date-back features
400 ASA print film
random number generator
Site Selection:

Study reaches are selected at ground-based harvest or road construction sites, where a control
stream reach can be located upstream of or nearby the treatment reach, and where
preliminary streambank erosion surveys may be conducted prior to any impacts from the
BMP example (except for localized disturbance in the case of road crossings).
Method Summary:

Surface area measurements of eroding banks along stream reaches are obtained at selected
BMP study sites. Measurements include bank length, height, and percent exposed surface.
Preliminary surveys are conducted prior to BMP-related impacts on streambanks within the
treatment reach, other than localized disturbance at road crossings (e.g. prior to a major
hydrologic event that follows BMP implementation). Additional surface area .measurements
of eroding banks along the same stream reaches are obtained one to three years later,
depending on site and project considerations.
Assumptions:

Changes in the magnitude and rate of streambank erosion may be detected by sequential
measurements of eroding (i.e. bare) streambanks within a particular reach.
Streambank erosion is a natural process that can be accelerated by certain forest practices
which directly or indirectly (i.e. through changes in hydrologic regimes) disturb streambanks.
Accelerated streambank erosion can destabilize and degrade aquatic habitat.

The magnitude and rate of change in streambank erosion observed in the control reach located
immediately upstream of the BMP represents baseline conditions against which changes in the
treatment reach can be compared, and certain differences in erosion may be attributed to the
effects of the forest practice.
Survey Method:
1. Within each of the study reaches, streambank erosion features are identified during the
establishment of a photo-point network in the stream channel. Study reaches are
approximately 25 channel widths in length. The photo-point network is used to establish the
P-line from which the channel centerline is mapped. After the plan view centerline sketch is
made, a 100 meter tape is laid along the centerline and the locations of eroding banks are
noted on the sketch along with the approximate outline of the streambank perimeter. On this
sketch, centerline length ,is to scale, but width is not drawn to scale.
2. Measure the total streambank length on each side of the stream by running a fiberglass
tape along the top edge of the bank from the top of the reach to the bottom, and record on
front page of field form.
3. Each eroding bank feature within the reach is numbered from upstream to downstream.
Eroding banks are numbered sequentially, in the order encountered, as Bl, B2, etc, with the
number noted on the sketch. Indicate the approximate length of the streambank on the sketch
next to the bank number. The location of the beginning and ending points of the bank
feature, in meters from the top of the reach, is also noted on the sketch as well as the field
notes form. It is not necessary to draw the streambank features to scale.
4. If there are less than 10 eroding streambanks within the reach, sample each feature. If
there are more than 10 eroding streambanks, randomly choose at least 10 streambanks to
sample, or sample all eroding banks in the reach.
5. Beginning with Bl, measure the physical dimensions of each feature sampled and record
on the Eroding Streambank Form:
a. Measure the length of the bare or partially bare bank by running a tape along fhe top
edge of the bank.
b. Measure the height of the eroding streambank at 25, 50, and 75% intervals along the
total length. Height is the cumulative height of exposed bank face, excluding areas of
moss or other vegetative cover. Measure height as slope length from the top edge to
the streambed (generally the edge of active channel), curving the tape underneath any
overhang in order to measure the entire exposed surface.
c. Visually estimate the % of total bank surface area that is exposed soil (i.e. not covered
by vegetation, moss or boulders) as O-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, or 75.100%.
d. Indicate bank shape (angled in, angled out, or straight) on the field form.
e. Other comments about a bank may be noted in the comment column of the fori.
.
6. Take one or more photograph of the eroding streambank from the center of the channel;
note frame number(s) in field notes.

7. Continue down the stream channel in this fashion until the end of the study reach or until
at least 10 banks have been surveyed. Be sure to note the total length of the reach
surveyed.

8. In subsequent surveys conducted from one to three years following BMP implementation,
the same numbered bank features se resurveyed. Any new features not present in
previous surveys are noted on an updated sketch, and these new features are also
surveyed.
Miscellaneous Notes and Recommendations:
Eroding banks are defined as stream banks with exposed soil (mineral and organic) that can
be influenced by flowing water (either through scour or undercutting/mass wasting) during
moderate and/or high flow events. Eroding banks are influenced such that moss and other
hydrophilic plants have been scraped or scoured off or are unable to grow and/or grass and
roots from above the active channel are scoured away. Bank cover may have been removed
either by flowing water or other physical disturbance. (Note: exposed soil along an eroding
bank should be able to be seen without lifting grass or root mats for viewing; undercut banks
without associated upper bank failure must be tall enough to be viewed without lifting grass
and/or root mats originating from above the active channel.)
Conceptual Rating Strategy:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the magnitude and rate of change in
streambank erosion in the treatment reach relative to that in the control reach. The BMP is
considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in the rate or magnitude of
streambank erosion associated with the forest practice.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
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Streambed Stability Survey
Purpose:
To quantitatively and qualitatively assess the size, volume, and stability of sediment deposits
and associated storage structures within the treatment and control reaches.
Materials:
hand compass
metric carpenter’s tape
7 meter telescoping level rod
Abney hand level
30 and 100 meter fiberglass tape
rite-in-the-rain graph paper (5 squares to the cm.)
streambed stability field forms
field book
.5/8 ” re-bar stakes
random number generator
pencils
survey flagging
cross section kit (tension clamps, etc.)
Site Selection Criteria:
Study reaches are selected at ground-based harvest, road construction sites, or sites where
RMZs or RLTAs are left as a water quality protection measure. These reaches are located
where the effects of the BMP being evaluated can be reasonably isolated from other land use
interferences and the cumulative effects of past forest practices. Control reaches are
generally located immediately upstream of the study reach.
Method Summary:
Treatment and control reaches are mapped using a rod and tape method. Storage structures
and sediment wedges are mapped and measured throughout the reach. Seasonal or annual
surveys are conducted to measure and/or monitor the number, size, volume, and stability of
these stream features. Sequential surveys are conducted for 1-3 years following BMP
implementation to document the relative magnitude of change between the control and
treatment reaches in volume of sediment stored and the number and stabjlity of the storage
structures associated with the sediment deposits.
Within our project we have adopted sampling methods for depositional areas and associated
storage structures that are stream gradient dependent. Megahan (1982) demonstrated that
obstructions--(primarily large woody debris), within steep, headwater streams play a vital role
in long-term sediment routing through forested drainage basins. Based on sediment
transport mechanics, we have decided to sample reaches with steeper gradients differently

than those with more gentle gradients. This methodology describes the survey we will use in
streams with gradients greater than 5 %.
Assumptions:
Changes in the size, volume, number, and stability of sediment deposits can be measured by
sequential surveys of stream features.
The magnitude, rate, and type of change in channel conditions in the control reach
immediately upstream of BMPs represents the baseline conditions against which changes in
the downstream reach can be compared.
While small, steep streams may function as sediment transport reaches over
geomorphologically relevant time scales, they act as sediment storage reaches and aquatic life
habitat the majority of time.
Stability of stream banks, channels, and sediment storage elements such as large woody
debris is essential for maintaining beneficial uses.
Logging activities which significantly change the number, volume, integrity, or stability of
sediment storage structures impact the habitat quality and beneficial uses of the stream.
Survey Method:
1. Within each of the study reaches, areas of sediment deposition, large woody debris
(LWD), stream banks, and other notable features are mapped by using a modified version of
the rod and tape mapping technique described in detail by Platts et. al. (1987). A metric
fiberglass tape is stretched down the stream channel beginning at the top of the reach. The
length and bearing to the first turning point is noted. The tape is secured with rebar stakes.
A survey rod is held perpendicular to the tape and the distance of significant features noted.
Measurement intervals are spaced along the tape as needed to sketch important features.
Stream gradient between the ends of the tape is measured using an Abney hand level and
survey rod. The map of the study reach is scaled using graph paper. Study reaches are ZO25 average channel widths in length.
2. After the sketch is made, each sediment wedge is numbered. The depositional units to be
sampled are selected by random numbers. A maximum of 10 units are sampled in each
reach. All units are sampled if there are less than 10 within a reach.
3. Selected units are measured for volume using a metric carpenter’s tape, a level rod; and
an Abney hand level. For volume measurements, the height of the sediment wedge is defined
as the difference between a level rod reading taken on the bed at the downstream side of the
obstruction and a rod reading taken on the sediment deposit immediately upstream from the
obstruction. The width of the wedge is calculated by averaging three readings taken at 25,
50, and 75 % of the total length. The length is the longest axis of the wedge. The type of
retention structure is noted, such as, Large Woody Debris (LWD), boulder, rootwad, or a

combination of the above.
4. Subsequent surveys are made as described in steps 1, 2, and 3 using an updated sketch
map. A copy of the original sketch map is used for the updated map template. New or
substantially modified sediment deposits and storage elements are resurveyed and added to the
sketch map and highlighted as new or modified features. Features which are no longer
present are highlighted on the copy of the original sketch map. Following the procedures
outlined in 2. above, the same numbered features that were initially measured are resurveyed. Any new sediment deposits that have been added to the sketch map are also
numbered and surveyed. Cross-sections are resurveyed. Follow-up surveys are conducted
annually at similar flow regimes, though they may be done more frequently following major
hydrologic events.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the magnitude and rate of change in sediment
deposits and storage elements in the treatment reach relative to that of the control reach.
The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in sediment deposition
or stream channel destabilization, as reflected in the rate of change in sediment storage
elements and sediment deposits.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
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Channel Substrate Transects
Purpose:
To quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the accumulation of surface fines, particle size
distribution, the extent and stability of sediment deposits, and tilling of pools with fine
sediment within the studied stream reaches.
Materials:
interconnected series of 30 cm. diameter hoops
metric carpenter’s tape
particle size class samples encased in resin or a metric ruler
7 m. telescoping level rod
Abney hand level
rite-in-the-rain field forms
pencils
hinged plexiglass scale
random number generator
30 and 100 m. fiberglass tape
rite-in-the-rain graph paper (5 squares to the cm.)
hand compass
5/8 inch re-bar stakes
cross-section kit (tension clamps, etc.)
Site Selection Criteria:
Study reaches are selected at ground-based harvest, road construction sites, or sites where
RMZs or RLTAs are left as a water quality protection measure. These reaches are located
where the effects of the BMP can be isolated from other land use interferences and the
cumulative effects of past forest practices. A control reach must be available; generally this
reach will be immediately upstream of the treatment reach.
Method

Summary:

Detailed sketch maps of study reaches are made using the rod and tape technique.
Established transects within control and treatment reaches are seasonally or annually surveyed
for relative changes in surface substrate composition, particle size distribution, cobble
embeddedness-interstitial space index, residual pool depth, and cross section profiles. The
preliminary survey is conducted prior to or immediately following BMP implementation.
Sequential surveys are conducted 1-3 years following ,BMP implementation to document
changes in sediment deposits, sediment storage structures, and channel stability.
Within our project we have adopted sampling methods for depositional areas and associated
storage structures that are stream gradient dependent. Based on sediment transport
mechanics, we have decided to sample reaches with steeper gradients differently than those

with more gentle gradients. The channel substrate transects methodology will be used in
streams with an average gradient of 8 %.
Assumptions:
Changes in substrate composition within depositional areas of stream channels can be
measured by sequential surveys of these depositional areas.
The filling of pools with fine sediment can be measured by sequential residual pool depth
surveys.
The magnitude, rate, and type of changes in channel substrate observed in control reaches
immediately upstream of BMPs represent baseline conditions against which changes in the
downstream reach can be compared.
Activities which result in the filling of interstitial spaces with fine or coarse sediment impact
the habitat quality and beneficial uses of the stream.
Survey Method:
1.) Within each of the study reaches, areas of sediment deposition, large woody debris
(LWD), stream banks, and other notable features are mapped by using a modified version of
the rod and tape mapping technique described in detail by Platts et. al. (1987). A metric
fiberglass tape is stretched down the stream channel beginning at the top of the reach. The
length and bearing to the first turning point is noted. The tape is secured with rebar stakes.
A survey rod is held perpendicular to the tape and the distance of significant features such as
stream banks, LWD, pools, bars, and sediment deposition areas noted. Measurement
intervals are spaced along the tape as needed to sketch important features. Stream gradient
between the ends of the tape is measured using an Abney hand level and survey rod. The
map of the study reach is scaled using graph paper.
2.) After the sketch is made, depositional areas are numbered. For purposes of this survey,
depositional areas include low-gradient riffles, gravel bars, and sediment wedges. Pools are
also identified and numbered on the sketch. The depositional areas and pools to be sampled
are selected by random numbers. A maximum of 10 depositional units and IO pools are
sampled in each reach. All depositional units and/or pools are sampled if there are less than
10 within a reach. If there are less than 10 depositional units within a study reach, distribute
10 transects among the depositional units present.
3.) Transects are established at the midpoint of each depositional unit. For depositional units
greater than 5 meters in length, at least two transects are established at 25 and 75 % of the
total length. If more than two transects are placed within a depositional unit (e.g. a long,
low-gradient riffle), they are evenly spaced between the upper and lower ends of the
depositional unit. A series of 30 cm. diameter hoops is placed starting at the left bank,
ordinary high water mark (lbohwm) facing downstream and numbered l-n depending on how

many hoops are required to reach the right bank (rbohwm). At each transect, the following
information is recorded on the field form:
i.) Dominant and sub-dominant particle size classes are visually classified within each
hoop using the particle size classification described in Table 1.
Table 1. Particle size classes.
CLASS NAME
sand & smaller
tine gravel
gravel
cobble
small boulder
large boulder

CLASS SIZE (mm. )
< 2.0
2.0-6.0
6.0-64.0
64.0-256.0
256.0-512.0
b512.0

ii.) The percent surface fines--less than 6.0 mm., within each hoop are visually
estimated to the nearest 10 %, i.e., O-10, 11-20, etc., and recorded on the field form.
iii.) For each transect, a random number is generated on a hand held calculator or by
rolling dice to select a hoop for a cobble embeddedness sample. The hoop number sampled
is recorded and the percent embedded is determined for all particles between 6.4 and 25.6
cm. median axis diameter. With the thumb and forefinger defining the plane of
embeddedness, the total depth and embedded depth (see Figure I) are measured using a
plexiglass scale. The percent embedded is recorded on the field form and particle set aside.
Cobbles are replaced after the sampling is complete. The number of free matrix particles (%
embeddedness equals zero) are countedand their total depth measured. The percent free
matrix particles (as a proportion of the total number of particles in the measured size range)
is calculated. If a consistent relationship is established between % free matrix and %
embeddedness, then future surveys may only measure % free matrix and use this as a
surrogate for % embeddedness as suggested in MacDonald et al (1992).
Three options we are reviewing for data analysis are brietly outlined below~. These options
are described in more detail in Burton and Harvey (1990). Cobble embeddedness data
gathered through our method can be applied to all three options.
1. The formula described in figure 1 for measuring percent embeddedness.
2. Weighted embeddedness is an. analysis method used for hoops with > 10 % of the
surface substrate covered by fmes. For the purposes of this study, fines are defined as being
less than 6.0 mm.
Weighted Embeddedness (WE) = Proportion of Surface Fines x 100 + (I Proportion of
Surface Fines) x percent embeddedness (see figure 2). Measured embeddedness is equal to
percent embeddedness from Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Measurement to determine particle embeddedness for cobble and random hoop
techniques (from Torquemada and Platts, 1988).

Plane of
Embeddedness
Fins
___
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Percent embeddedness for each rock lie&n

x 100.

embeddedness . S u m o f all individual percentages divided by number
of rocks.

3. The third analysis method, interstitial space index (JSI), more accurately reflects the
amount of interstitial space available for use by aquatic organisms.
IS1

=

E (Dl - D2)/ Hoop Area (meters)

Where Dl and D2 are as shown from figure 1
iv.) Lastly, a pebble count is conducted. At each transect, 10 particles are randomly
selected by moving along the transect line and, without looking, picking’up the particle first
touched by the index finger. The particles are measured along the median axis using a metric
ruler and the information recorded. A rota1 of at least 100 particles are measured for each
reach. From this pebble count data, the dominant and sub-dominant particle size for the
overall reach is calculated.
4.) Sediment deposition is monitored in a maximum of 10 pools per reach by measuring
residual pool depth. Residual pool depth is defined as the depth of water remaining within
the pool if flow were reduced to zero.. Residual pool depth is measured by taking theqdepth
of the pool at it’s deepest point and subtracting the depth of water at the riffle crest. The
riffle crest is that area of the stream where the pool “empties” downstream. Figure 31, taken
from Lisle (1987), depicts residual pool depth measurements from a longitudinal profile.

__

Figure 2. Weighted Embeddedness Calculation (from Torquemada and Platts, 1988).
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5.) Selected cross-section profiles are surveyed to document the change in relative bed
elevations and channel form. The cross section locations are marked with permanent re-bar
stakes driven into the stream bank Cross section profiles are surveyed by securing ,a 30
meter fiberglass tape at consistent tension across the stream to each permanent stake. The
height from the tape to the feature is measured using a metric surveyor’s rod. Alternatively,
differential leveling may be performed using an Abney level and survey rod. In this case, a
permanent benchmark his established at the cross-section location for elevation control.
6.) For resurvey of embeddedness, the hoop is located 0.5 meters immediately upstream of
the hoop that was originally sampled. Subsequent transect surveys are conducted using the
same techniques described above. A copy of the original sketch map is used to update
changes in sediment deposition, including new features. Original transects are resurveyed
annually at similar flow regimes, though they may be done more frequently following major
hydrologic events.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:
BMP effectiveness is evaluated in terms of the magnitude, rate, and type of change
documented in depositional areas of the treatment reach relative to changes in the control
reach.
The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of an increase in deposition of fine
sediment, loss of interstitial space habitat, or pool infilling.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
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Qualitative Culvert Condition Survey
Purpose:

To evaluate the integrity of newly installed culverts, particularly outflow and inflow of selected
culverts during the first year to two years after installation, to assess the overall stability of
stream crossings, and to document the water bar and culvert spacing for the road gradient at that
site.
Materials:

camera with date-back feature
200 or 400 ASA print film
100 meter fiberglass tape
bright pink meter stick
bright pink half-meter stick
clinometer
compass
culvert condition field forms
field book
lead pencils
copies of previous field notes
Site Selection Criteria:

Sites selected for culvert condition monitoring are those sites with newly installed culverts that
meet BMP standards.
Method

Summary:

Initial evaluation of the culverts is conducted as soon as practical after installation and prior to
a high intensity rainfall or runoff event. Newly installed culverts are monitored for effectiveness
of armoring, overall stability, and erosion at culvert sites, using photo point networks. The
survey includes documentation of culvert skew, culvert spacing, and road gradient. Subsequent
surveys are conducted one to three years after the preliminary survey depending on site and
project considerations.
Assumptions:

Substantial amounts of erosion and sediment delivery from culverts that fail or do not stabilize
adequately can be detected by sequential surveys which visually document culvert conditions.
Any delivery of sediment to surface water at culvert installations is an increase over background
levels.
Noticeable headward migration of a channel head directly down slope of a culvert outflow
following road construction is an acceleration of the natural rate of channel head migration and
an acceleration of, sediment delivery to surface water from the road construction site.
At channel crossings and direct entry ditchlines along roads the sediment delivery ratio is 100%.
At cross drains located within 60 meters of surface water the probability of sediment delivery

is less than 100% (Burroughs and King, 1989).
Most road construction sediment from surface erosion is produced within the first three years
of the life of the road. Also, this erosion may continue at a reduced rate for long periods,
especially if exposed soil is adjacent to channel crossings, ditches, and cross drains within the
contributing segment to surface water (Burroughs and King, 1989).
Armoring of culvert inflows and outflows reduces surface erosion at stream crossings and cross
drains by covering exposed soils and thereby reducing the erosive effects of flowing water and
rain-drop impacts.
Survey Method:
1.
Identify the culvert condition survey location on unit map and draw a sketch if necessary
to ensure relocation of survey. Surveys will always be conducted downhill or as otherwise noted
on the unit map. Right and left are always read with the surveyors back to the start of the
survey. Identify the first culvert evaluated on the site map and note location on field form.
2. Complete the following survey site information on the cover page of the culvert condition
field form:
Study Site ID (e.g. 003)
Survey ID (e.g. CCOl)
Brief Description of Road, Hillslope Features, and Location of Road
Date
Time
Surveyors
Film Type
Film Speed
Camera Used
Weather
3. Identify the first culvert evaluated on the site map and note the location on the field form.
Number this culvert Cl. Measure the distance, percent slope, and azimuth from the first culvert
to the next one along the new road and number this culvert C2. If it is not possible to see the
next culvert or it is farther than 100 meters, measure the distance, percent slope, and azimuth
to a point in between and label it P2.
4. Photograph the outflow, inflow, ditchline, upslope, and downslope features at Cl. Make
sure date-back feature on camera is turned on and is set for the time of day mode.
5. Record the following information for the survey on the left.page: from culvert #, to culvert
#, distance, percent slope, azimuth, and culvert skew. Distances, slopes, and photos are taken
from the culvert labeled “from”. On the right page record: frame #, % plugged, armoring
effectiveness, extent of erosion, and feature description.
Armoring effectiveness: rating
categories are poor, fair, and good. Erosion rating categories are none, slight, moderaie, and
high. Describe the photographed feature as an inflow, outflow, fill, or ditch line portion of the
culvert placement.

6. Note whether there is a distinct channel or a channel head below each culvert outflow.
Measure the width of the channel and the distance from the channel head to the culvert outflow.
Set stakes on either side of the located channel heads below the new road for future reference.
7. Select the next culvert along the road. Take photos and record the location and culvert
condition information as in steps 3, 4, 5, and 6. Continue moving, along the road until the last
culvert to be surveyed is reached. Record the location of the last culvert in the notebook.
8. Additional surveys are conducted one to three years after the preliminary survey depending
on site and project considerations. Subsequent surveys are conducted with review of the initial
survey notes. Original field notes taken during the initial survey are copied and left in the
project files.
Misc. Notes and Recommendations:
The following ratings are applied to at culvert:
Extent of Erosion:
None = no evidence of erosion
Slight = a few rills, etc.; <25% of the exposed soil surface is affected
Moderate = rills and small gullies (< 10 cm wide), small amount of slumping or
undercutting; 25-50% of the exposed soil surface is affected
Severe = rills and small to large gullies (10 cm+ wide), areas of slumping or
undercutting; >50% of the exposed soil surface is affected
Armoring:
Poor = little armoring, important locations not armored (e.g. where water flow is
directed), and/or rocks used are too soft or too small.
Fair = adequate location of rock, but little extra protection beyond immediate culvert
area; water may be diverted into unprotected places
Good = all important locations are armored
General Photography Notes:
The photo frame seen through the lens shows more than is cut from the negatives.
Shoot conservatively to capture as much of the feature as possible in the finished
photo.
Try to show the entire till area, including the road surface at the top of the photo.
Step back to capture these features or take two pictures, one vertical and one
horizontal. Avoid taking pictures in such a way that cut and pasting will need to
be done at the office.
Place a scale at each feature to be photographed. Make sure to capture the entire
length of the scale. Use either the half meter or the meter stick (bright pink) as
needed.
Suggested scale placement is horizontal for the culvert inflow/outflow armoring,

vertical for fill areas, and length wise down the ditch lines.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:

Determination of BMP effectiveness using the culvert condition survey considers evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to surface water, mass failure associated with the
culvert installation, and upslope migration of channel heads downslope of culvert outflows.
The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of continuing erosion with sediment
delivery to a stream, mass failure associated with the culvert installation, and upslope migration
of channel heads downslope of culvert outflows.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation wither the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:

Burroughs, E.R. Jr., and J.G. King. 1989. Reduction of soil erosion on forest roads. USDA
Forest Service General Technical Report INT-264. p. 21.
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Cut,bank/Fillslope Survey
Purpose:
To evaluate the effectiveness of road drainage design BMPs and new road construction BMPs
from the standpoint of road cutbank and tillslope stabilization, ditch function, and sediment
delivery to streams.
Materials:
camera with date-back feature
200 or 400 ASA print film
100 meter measuring tape
compass
clinometer
metric survey rod
bright pink meter stick, for scale
survey flags
write-in-the-rain field book
cutbanWfills1op-e field forms
sharpie or grease pencil
lead pencils
Site Selection Criteria:
Sites are selected where new road construction is conducted near streams and where road
segments drain directly to a stream crossing.
Met,hod Summary:
Oblique angle photographs are taken of road prism features on newly constructed roads. Initial
photos and reconnaissance of new roads arc conducted after the road has been constructed and
prior to a high intensity rainfall or runoff event. A point line is established which runs along
the base of the cutbank slope on the inside edge of the road. The cutbank, road surface, and
ditch line is photographed from this perspective. The fillslope is photographed by walking
directly across the road from the established point line. Erosion and storage features are noted
to show how the road prism stabilizes over the project study period. The percent slope of the
hill slope adjacent to the road prism is measured using a clinometer. Vegetative cover on
slopes, cutbank slumps, tillslope overburden, extent of road surface rutting, and ditch line fillmg
and clean out are some of the ‘features to be photographed during this survey. Additional
qualitative road surveys are conducted one to three years later, depending on the site and project
considerations.
Assumptions:
Substantial amounts of erosion and sediment delivery from.newly constructed roads that do not
stabilize adequately can be detected by sequential surveys which visually document road prism
conditions.
Any delivery of sediment to surface water at new road construction sites is an increase over
background levels.

At channel crossings and direct entry ditchlines along roads the sediment delivery ratio is 100%.
At cross drains located within 60 meters of surface water the probability of sediment delivery
is less than 100% (Burroughs and King, 1989).
Most road construction related sediment from surface erosion is produced within the first three
years of the life of the road. Also, this erosion may continue at a reduced rate for long periods
after, especially if exposed soil is adjacent to channel crossings, ditches, and cross drains within
the contributing segment to surface water (Burroughs and King, 1989).
Survey Method:
1. Complete the required survey site information on the first page of the field notebook.
On the first page of each cutbank/fllslope survey the following site information specific to the
survey is to be recorded:
Study Site ID (e.g. E02)
Survey ID (e.g. CFOl)
Brief Description of Features Surveyed, BMP studied, and Location of Unit
Date
Time
Film Type
Film Speed
Camera Used
Weather
Permanent Point Description
2. Identify the stream crossing of interest and determine the extent of the road segment draining
to that crossing. Identify the survey location on unit map. Use sketch if necessary to ensure
relocation of survey.
3. Select a permanent point near the start of the photo point network. Examples include:
culverts, large stumps, large rocks that are unlikely to move, etc. Describe the features of the
permanent point for future reference in the notebook. Use sketch if necessary. A photo may
be taken from the permanent point. Make sure date-back feature on camera is turned on and
set for the month/date/year mode. Record the object photographed, azimuth and distance from
the permanent point in the notebook. Flag the permanent point and label it PP (for “permanent,
point”) with the survey number.
4. Measure the percent slope of the hill slope adjacent to the road prism at each point by taking
clinometer readings above and below the road.
5. Construct a p-line along the inside of the road prism at the slope break into the ditch line.
Photograph the cutbank, road surface, and ditch line from this perspective then walk directly
across the road and photograph the fillslope. Descend down the tillslope as far as necessary to
obtain the best perspective. Record each photo with subject and viewpoint notes.

6. Select the next viewpoint along the inside of the road. Measure the distance, percent slope,
and azimuth from the permanent point to this first selected point. Place the flag above the
cutbank in organic soil wherever possible (otherwise place the flag near the location where the
photographer stands) and label it PO1 (photo point 1). Include the survey number on all flags.
Take .a picture of one or more features and record the feature description, azimuth, percent
slope, and distance from PO1 to PO2 in the notebook.
7. Note the following road condition factors on the field form: % exposed soil covering the
cutbank and tillslope; evidence of erosion features (surface, tension cracks, slumps, rills,
gullies); evidence of storage features (bench below road, sediment trap, sills); presence of seeps;
road prism configuration (outsloped, insloped, crowned, rutted, flat). At each point along the
p-line visually estimate the cutbank slope length and group into short (< 3 m), medium (3-10
m), and high (> 10 m) slope length categories and measure the cutbank slope angle by laying
the rod against the cutbank and getting the degrees slope with the clinometer. Describe other
factors that influence surface erosion and road prism stability between points as needed.
8. Continue moving along the road prism as outlined in steps 4, 5, 6, and 7 until the survey is
finished. The road to be surveyed should be only that segment of road that directly contributes
to a type I-V stream. Label the final point as “Px, last point” in the notebook.
9. Subsequent cutbanWtillslope surveys are conducted one to three years after the BMP has
been implemented (depending on project and site considerations) and are used to determine
change in features that have occurred over the study period.
Misc. Notes and Recommendations:
Capture the entire scale (one meter or one-half meter) when taking all
photographs. Make sure the wide view of the scale is facing the camera.
Keep in mind that the final prints do not show the entire area inside the camera’s
viewfinder, shoot conservatively.
Never take the original photo survey field notes into the field. Take copies from
the site tile only.
Do not take a series of photos of the same feature that will need to be pasted
together later. Try to capture the entire feature in one photo.
Sediment Wedge Features:
Take the photos while looking down slope. Stand above or on top of the exposed
soil and shoot down. Place the scale horizontal, parallel to the photo direction
on top of the substrate.
Sediment Wedge Obstruction:
Take the photos while looking up slope. Place the scale vertically against the
storage mechanism. to give a sense of the feature’s height.

Road Cutbank Features:
Place photo points a maximum of 15 meters apart. Place photo points where
changes in the cutbank will be seen (e.g. at an angle looking down the road,
along the cutbank). Lean the scale vertically, along the slope distance, with the
wide part facing the camera.
Road Fill Features:
Place photo points a maximum of 15 meters apart. Place photo points where
changes in till slopes will be seen (e.g. from the bottom of the fill slope, looking
along the bottom edge of the constructed road prism or from turning points where
the till can be seen from the road edge). Lean the scale vertically, along the
slope distance, with the wide part facing the camera.
Road Surface Features:
Take the photos looking down the road. Stand above or on top of the road
surface and shoot down. Place the scale horizontal, parallel to the photo direction
on top of the road surface.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:

Determination of BMP effectiveness using the cutbank/fillslope survey considers evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to surface water and mass failure associated with the
road prism.
The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of continuing erosion with sediment
delivery to a stream.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW Water
Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and other
experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment impacts.
References:

Burroughs, E.R. Jr., and J.G. King. 1989. Reduction of soil erosion of forest roads. USDA
Forest Service General Technical Report INT-264. p. 21.
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Road Cutbank and Skid Trail Erosion Pin Survey
Purpose:
To document the amount and rate of surface erosion from contributing segments of road

cutbanks and skid trails.
Materials:

sketch of skid trail or road cutbank with drainage features (constructed from photo point
survey)
metric carpenters tape
survey rod
100 and 30 meter fiberglass tape
clinometer
2 mm welding rods, 0.5-I .2 meters in length (depending on .soil depth at site)
3/V’ rebar, 0.5-1.2 meters in length
survey flags
write-in-the-rain field notebook
erosion pin field forms
sharpie or grease pencils
lead pencils
Site Selection Criteria:

Sites for erosion pin networks to evaluate road construction and skid trail BMPs are selected
at road or skid trail segments that contribute sediment directly to surface water or at cross
drainage within 60 meters of surface water, where the survey is able to be conducted after
BMP implementation, and prior to a high intensity rainfall/runoff event.
Method

Summary:

Erosion pin networks are placed along newly constructed road cutbanks and skid trails prior
to a high intensity rainfall/runoff event. A cutbank/fillslope survey or a skid trail photo point
survey is conducted before initial pin placement. Transects are placed every 10 meters
within a contributing mad or skid trail segment. A maximum of 10 and a minimum of 5
transects are placed along a representative portion of the contributing segment, keeping in
mind that 10% coverage is optimal. Pins are measured, placed, and the exposed length of
the pin is recorded. The network remeasured one or more times from one to three years
later, depending on site and project considerations.
Assumptions:

Surface erosion documented using erosion pin networks at cutbanks or skid trials represents
an increase over background levels of sediment production.
The erosion rate measured over the project study period within a representative portion of a
contributing segment is able to be extrapolated to other contributing segments with similar
areas (i.e. similar slopes, soils, etc.) of exposed soils at the study site.

Forest practice activities that do not expose or disturb the surface mineral soil are unlikely to
increase surface erosion.
Most new road and skid trial related sediment from surface erosion is produced within the
first three years following road construction or harvest activity.
At channel crossings and direct entry ditchlines along skid trails and roads the sediment
delivery ratio is 100%. At cross drains located within 60 meters of surface water the
probability of sediment delivery is less than 100% (Burroughs and King, 1989).
Survey Method:
1. Complete the following survey site information on the first page of the field notebook:
Study Site ID (e.g. EO2)
Survey ID (e.g. EPOl)
Brief Description of Features Surveyed, BMP studied, and Location of Unit
Date
Time
Weather
Permanent Point Description
Method Notes: length of segment; spacing of transects; etc.
Copies of original network notes if re-surveying the pin network
2. Identify the survey location on the unit map. Using p-line notes from the previously
conducted photo point or cutbank/tillslope survey sketch the erosion pin network location
within the contributing segment and in relation to stream crossings and other site features.
Selects a segment that is a maximum of 100 meters in length and a minimum of 50 meters in
length, keeping in mind that 10% network coverage for the contributing segment is optimal.
3. Select a permanent point used for laying out the transects. Describe the features of the
permanent point for future reference in the notebook. Use sketch if necessary. Flag the
permanent point and label it PP (for “permanent point”) with the survey number.
4. Lay out the pin network and record network information as described in the following
steps:
For Road Cutbanks:
a. Lay the 100 meter measuring tape down the center of the ditchline, starting
at the permanent point. Transects are set every 10 meters along the tape.
Place a flag near the location of the transect, label it Tl (transect 1). Note the
following information: transect number, slope of the cutbank, slope length of
the cutbank, transect length, transect location, and flag placement on the left
page of the field form. Obtain the slope angle of the cutbank by laying the
rod on the cutbank and getting a slope (degrees) with a clinometer. Always
start the network going down the road. “Left” and “right” direction notes

refer to directions taken while looking down the road (down slope).
b. Place pins 1 meter apart going up the cutbank, starting at the ditch
centerline along the inside of the road. At the top of the cutbank, place a pin
at the bottom of the roots or vegetation and note the distance of the entire
transect. Prior to pin placement, measure the entire length of the pin. After
the pin has been placed, measure the exposed pin length. Note the pin # (l-n
for each transect), total pin length, exposed pin length, and pin location on the
right page of the field form. From the base of the pin placed at the bottom of
the cutbank, measure the slope length and slope angle of the exposed surface
of the cutbank. Obtain the slope angle of the cutbank by laying the rod on the
cutbank and getting a slope (degrees) with a clinometer. Record the cutbank
angle below the~transect pin data on the left page of the field form.
c. Place a flag near the location of the next transect, label it, and record the
location in the field notes. Repeat steps 4a.-b., continuing down the road in
this manner until the survey is finished.
For Skid Trails:
d. Lay the 100 meter measuring tape down the center of the skid trail,
starting at the permanent point. Transects are set every 10 meters along the
tape. Measure the slope (%) from the permanent point to the first transect,
the transect length, and note the transect location and flag placement on the
field form. On the left page of the field form record: transect #, slope to next
transect, transect length, transect location, and flag placement location. Place
a flag near the location of the transect, label it Tl (transect 1) noting which
side of the trail it was placed. Always put in a network going downslope.
“Left” and “tight” references in the notebook always refer to directions read
while looking down the skid trail (down slope).
e. Place pins 1 meter apart starting from the outer edge of the skid trail or
decide upon which side the transects will start, right or left, and specify on the
field form. At the edge of the skid trail, place a pin at the bottom of the
cutbank or edge of exposed trail, and note the distance from the previous pin
in the “pin location” column. Prior to pin placement, measure the entire
length of the pin. After the pin has been placed, measure the exposed pin
length. On the right page of the field form record: pin # (l-n for each
transect), total pin length, exposed pin length, and pin location. From the
base of the pin placed at the bottom of any cutbank, measure the slope length
and slope angle of the exposed surface of the cutbank. Obtain the slope angle
of the cutbank by laying the rod on the cutbank and getting a slope (degrees)
with a clinometer. Write in the field notes below the transect pin data, on the
right page.

f. Obtain the slope to the next transect (%). Place a flag near the location of
the next transect, label it, and record the location in the field notes. Repeat
steps 4d.-e., continuing down the skid trail in this manner until the survey is
finished.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:

Determination of BMP effectiveness using erosion pin networks considers the evidence of
continuing erosion with sediment delivery to surface water. The BMP is considered effective
if there is no evidence of continuing erosion with sediment delivery to a stream.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review’and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:

Burroughs, E.R. Jr., J.G. King. 1989. Reduction of soil erosion of forest roads. USDA
Forest Service General Technical Report INT-264. p. 2 1.
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Road Surface Condition Survey
To evaluate the effectiveness of active haul road maintenance BMPs by assessing the
condition of the road surface during periods of high truck use, particularly during wet
weather.
Materials
study site map and aerial photos (if available)
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
metric carpenter’s tapes
camera with date-back feature
200 or 400 ASA print film
survey flags

write-in-the-ram field book
lead pencils
road condition survey field forms
surface probe (metal rod) marked off in half-centimeter increments
2 hand-held traffic counters
rite-in-rain graph paper & scales
compass
clinometer
Abney hand level & level rod
hand trowel & shovel
tipping bucket raingage with datalogger
Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for this survey will be selected along active main haul road segments in close proximity
to streams, where the stream reach upstream of the road crossing is not traversed by a main
haul road within about 1 kilometer. Main haul roads are heavy-use roads, defined as having
traffic levels exceeding four log trucks per day.
Method Summary:
The surface conditions of main haul roads are assessed during wet weather surveys by
sampling at transects established near a stream crossing. Conditions documented at each
transect include condition of gravel surfacing, extent of tines/mud on the road surface, ruts
and potholes, and microtopography of the road surface. Photographs are taken to document
conditions at the transects. Surface drainage pathways are mapped along the study segment,
and relative moisture condition of the road surface is assessed. A qualitative assessment is
made of cut and till slopes and ditches, noting evidence of erosion, vegetative cover, and
slope length and angle for the contributing road segment. Log truck and light vehicle traffic
is counted during the survey period. In addition, recent maintenance history for the road is
obtained from the landowner. Runoff sampling is often conducted jn conjunction with (i.e.
on the same day) the road surface condition survey.

Assumptions:
The condition of the road surface during periods of heavy use in wet weather influences the
production of fine sediments and introduction of fine sediment to streams.
Road surface conditions relevant to tine sediment production from haul roads may be sampled
directly during periods of heavy use in wet weather.
At stream crossings and along segments of haul roads with ditchlines draining directly to
streams, the sediment delivery ratio is 100% for fine sediment produced which is mobilized
by runoff.
Runoff events selected for sampling represent typical conditions of BMP implementation.
Survey Method:
1) Install rainnaae: Upon arrival at the site, install the recording tipping bucket raingage in
the vicinity, at a location free from overhead obstructions such as forest canopy. The
datalogger is programmed to record tips at 15 minute intervals.
2) General Site Information: On the first page of field notes, using the road condition
survey field form, the following general site and survey information should be recorded:
Study Site ID (e.g. E-02)
Survey ID (e.g. RSOl)
Location and Name of Road
Date & Time (beginning and ending)
Weather Conditions
Length of contributing road segment
Gradient of road segment
Gravel type and source (obtained from landowner contact)
Road drainage design (inslopeloutslope, crowned, etc.).
General description of road prism (cut/till slopes, etc.)
Hillslope gradient above and below and road segment gradient
3) Sketch the study area and establish the road segment to be surveved: Determine the
contributing road segment (extends to road surface and/or ditchline drainage divides) and
delineate on a sketch. Determine the portion draining directly to the stream crossing (e.g.
downslope of relief culverts) and delineate drainage routes on the sketch of the study site.
Show cutbanks, fillslopes, berms, and ditches on the sketch. Establish transects as
described below in step 4), number the transects, and indicate the transects numbers on
the sketch. Transects are numbered sequentially, from right to left (looking downstream
from the crossing).
4) Establish transects and document a) condition of gravel surface. b) thickness of mudjfines
at surface. c) extent of ruttina. and d) microtoooaraohv of the road surface:
Establish road transects at 10 meter intervals, along a 100 meter segment of road centered

L

on the stream crossing. This will result in 11 transects, with one at the center of the
stream crossing and five on either side of the stream.
a) Condition of the gravel surface: At each transect, establish points at two meter
intervals along the travelway, with a point at each edge (i.e. outside of the travelway at
shoulder or ditch). At each point, probe the surface with a metal rod and/or hand trowel
and note whether there is a functional, compacted gravel surface on the field form. At
the conclusion of transect measurements, make notes of general gravel layer conditions
(e.g. apparent thickness of gravel surfacing) and gravel type, size, etc. Verify gravel type
and source with road maintenance personnel. Collect a gravel sample for later
comparison with other study sites.
b) Thickness of mud/fines: At the same measurement points where gravel condition is
assessed, determine the thickness of tines/mud by inserting a calibrated metal rod, and
record thickness to the nearest half centimeter.
c) Extent of rutting or potholes: For each transect that has visible ruts or potholes,
measure the width with tape ,and depth with hand level and rod.
d) For each transect, note the width of the travelway, whether the road surface is insloped
or outsloped, and whether or not a corrugated “washboard” surface is apparent.
5) Photoeranh each transect: Establish photo-points to document the road surface and
drainage characteristics. Photo-points are co-located with transects, although additional
points may be included. Points are marked with survey flags at the edge of the right-ofway, with photos taken from the points as well as from offset locations on the road.
Frame numbers of photos are noted in the “Comments” column of the transect notes.
6) Road surface drainape manuine: Where runoff is apparent, make a scaled drawing of
surface water pathways on the road prism, including ruts, ditches, and culverts. Include
portions of the contributing road segment which are outside of the part sampled by
transects.
7) Assessment of road cuts and fills, culverts. and ditches: Based on a walking survey of the
contributing road segment, make a qualitative assessment of the condition of road cuts and
tills, noting the slope length, slope angle, degree of cover, extent of surface erosion, etc.
Describe the condition of drainage ditches and culverts. These features may also be
documented by photo-points where they are outside of the portion of the road sampled by
transects. Evaluate the entire contributing road segment and assess the similarity of the
intensively sampled portion to the remainder of the contributing segment.
8) Traffic count: During the field survey period, count each vehicle that passes the survey
segment. Use one hand-held counter for log trucks and other heavy vehicles (e.g. dump
trucks) and one for light (i.e. 4-wheel) vehicles. At the end of the survey period, note the
number of vehicles of each type on the field form. In addition, obtain truck traffic data
(e.g. trip tickets, best estimates) for the 30 days prior to the survey from the landowner.

9)

Maintenance Information: Obtain best available maintenance records for the 6 months
prior to survey from the landowner (interviews with maintenance personnel, etc.)

10)

Moisture level: In the field, visually determine the relative soil moisture of the road
surface layer by probing several locations along the road segment sampled, and
categorize the soil material as dry, moist, or saturated according to the following
classifications:
saturated: infiltration capacity is exceeded, runoff or standing water is apparent;
moist: precipitation is infiltrating, with no apparent standing water;
dry: fine material crumbles in palm of hand, no obvious moisture.

Conceptual Rating Strategy:
The integrity of the gravel surface, extent of surface tines and muddiness, the degree of
rutting, potholes and other surface irregularities, and surface runoff drainage patterns are
indicators of BMP effectiveness. The BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of
fine sediment production with delivery to streams. Such evidence may include surface
muddiness or rutting within a contributing segment, visible cutbank or ditch erosion within a
contributing segment, and/or visible delivery of sediment to streams. Results of runoff
sampling are also considered where such sampling is conducted in conjunction with the road
surface condition survey.
Final decision criteria for determining’ whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
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Runoff Sampling
purpose:
To assess fine sediment loading to streams from road surfaces and other disturbed areas
where forest practices have occurred near streams.
100 and 30 meter measuring tapes
sdrvey flags
field book
runoff sampling field forms
channel condition survey field forms
lead pencils
Model DH-81/D-77 and DH-48 Suspended Sediment Samplers
1000 and 500 ml plastic sample bottles
ice chest with ice and packaging materials
wristwatch and/or alarm clock
tipping bucket ram gauge and d&logger loaded with scheme
topographic map of the location
bucket of known volume
flexible flume for ditch flow measurement
stopwatch
Marsh McBirney flow meter
capacitive depth probe and datalogger or staff gage
manual traffic counters
Site Selection Criteria:
Sites for runoff sampling will be selected at locations where main haul roads, newly
constructed roads, or skid trails cross streams in such a manner that a control reach can be
located immediately upstream of the crossing or harvest unit.
Method Summary:

Water samples are collected during runoff events and analyzed for turbidity and total
suspended solids to assess fine sediment loading from road or skid trail crossings of streams.
Samples are collected at multiple sampling stations in the stream above and below the road or
skid trail crossings, as well as from road ditches. Ancillary information collected during the
sampling period includes rainfall amount and intensity, streamflow, study site descriptions,
and vehicle traffic.
Assumptions:
Turbidity and total suspended solids measured at sampling stations immediately upstream of
BMPs establish the background conditions against which the effects of the forest practice,
including fine sediment loading to the stream, can be compared.
Excessive fine sediment loading at road crossings and harvest units has the potential to exceed
turbidity standards and adversely impact aquatic habitat.

Survey Method:
1) Upon arrival at the site, the recording tipping bucket raingage is set up in the vicinity, at
a location free from overhead obstructions such as forest canopy. The datalogger is
programmed to record tips at 15 minute intervals.
2) The following general site information is recorded in the field book:
Study Site ID (e.g. S-01)
Survey ID (e.g. ROOl)
Name of Road or Unit
Date and Time
Length of contributing road segment or skid trail
Gradient of road or skid trail contributing segment
Road or skid trail design info (inslope/outslope; ditches; .waterbars; surface; etc.)
Type of crossing (culvert; bridge; ford; etc.)
Hillslope gradient in vicinity of crossing
3) Four to six runoff sampling stations are established as follows:
- 2 background stations are established upstream of the road/skid trail crossings, or
upstream of the harvest unit, spaced no more than 5 channel widths apart;
- 2 stations are established downstream of the road/skid trail crossing (below the
immediate ditch outflow or crossing site), spaced no more than 5 channel widths apart;
- for roads with ditches draining to stream, 1 station is established in the stream in the
immediate vicinity of the ditch outflow (i.e. mixing area), and 1 station is established to
sample the ditch flow immediately above the ditch outflow;
- for skid trail crossings, there will generally be no outflow or ditch samples.
Stations are marked with survey flags. A sketch of the study site is made in the field book.
The sketch shows the general configuration of the stream and contributing road or skid trail
segments, noting the locations of sampling stations. Where feasible, sampling stations are
established and flagged during site reconnaissance. On a day prior to sampling or following
the completion of runoff sampling, stream distance from the crossings to sampling stations are
measured by tape and noted on the sketch. Significant local erosional features are noted on
the sketch.
4) The sampling schedule is established, indicating times to start each sampling sequence.
Each station will be sampled two to four times, spaced at approximately two hour intervals.
5) The first samples are collected according to the established schedule, in a sequence that
begins with the station farthest downstream and working upstream so as not to disturb
upstream areas prior to sampling. At each stream station, a depth-integrated sample is
collected from the thalweg using the Model DH-81/D-77 and/or DH-48 Suspended Sediment
Sampler (Guy and Norman, 1970). Sample size required is 1000 to 1500 ml depending on
the turbidity level (the greater the turbidity, the less volume required). The sampler is
lowered to the stream bottom and raised at a constant rate. For sampling ditches, samples are
hand collected in plastic bottles by dipping directly in ditch flow, taking care not to disturb

the bottom of ditch. In the case of very shallow streams, all samples are collected by hand
dipping. In addition to these samples, two field replicate samples are collected during the
sampling period. These replicates are samples collected at the same time and place as
another sample, which are given unique sample ID numbers and submitted to the laboratory
as “blind” replicates (i.e. the lab doesn’t know they are replicates). They facilitate an
evaluation of field and laboratory precision. (In addition, the laboratory runs duplicate
analyses as a part of their internal quality control practice.) All samples are stored in ice
and delivered to Ecology’s Manchester Laboratory within 48 hours of collection for total
suspended solids and turbidity analysis.
6) Streamflow is gaged twice during the sampling period at one upstream and one
downstream station, and the ditch discharge is gaged as well, if present. The first gaging is
done after the initial sampling sequence and the second is done at the conclusion of sampling.
For stream stations, a cross-section with relatively uniform flow is gaged using a Marsh
McBirney flowmeter to take measurements of velocity at multiple points along the crosssection, with cross-sectional area measured by wading rod and tape. At ditch outfalls,
discharge is measures by stopwatch and bucket technique: the entire discharge is directed into
a bucket of known volume and the time required to till the bucket is determined with a
stopwatch. This is repeated three times and the average discharge is recorded. Where
necessary, a flexible flume is used to capture and direct the ditch flow into the bucket.
In order to record a more complete record of streamflow during the sampling period, a
capacitive depth probe stage height recorder is installed in the stream at the downstream
streamflow gaging location, with the datalogger programmed to record stage height at 15
minute intervals. Alternatively, a staff gage may be temporarily installed and stage heights
recorded manually in the field notes throughout the sampling period. This allows a better
determination of whether samples were collected on the rising or falling limb of the
hydrograph.
7) For road crossing sites, vehicle traffic during the sampling period is counted using two
hand-held counters; one for log trucks and other heavy vehicles and one for light vehicles.
The counts are maintained throughout the day. If a vehicle passes at, or within one minute
of, the time of sample collection for the ditch or ditch outflow sampling station, the time the
vehicle passes is noted in the “Comments” column of the field form.
8) Upstream and downstream study reaches are evaluated for potential in-stream sources of
suspended sediment (e.g. actively eroding banks) between upstream and downstream study
sites. The Channel Condition Survey field form is used for this evaluation, which may be
done at the conclusion of runoff sampling (so as not to disturb sediments by walking the
reaches during the sampling period), if it has not been done on a prior site visit.
Conceptual Rating Strategy:
Determination of BMP effectiveness is based on comparisons of downstream turbidity and
total suspended solids concentrations to local background conditions as reflected in the results
from the upstream sampling sites.

The BMP is considered effective if there are no violations of the numeric water quality
standards for turbidity or increases in total suspended solids which indicate impairment of
beneficial uses. Evaluation of impairment due to total suspended solids will consider direct
effects on aquatic life due to high water concentrations as well as siltation effects on
downstream habitats from fine sediment loading.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:
Guy, H.P. and V.W. Norman. 1970. Field Measurements for Measurement of Fluvial
Sediment. Techniques of Water Resources Investigation, Book 3, Chapter C2. United ,States
Geological Survey. Washington D.C.
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Sediment Routing Survey Using Sequential Aerial Photography
Purpose:

To document surface erosion and sediment storage at sites with ground based harvesting near
streams or where RMZs and RLTAs are left as water quality protection measures. To record
the type, size, and, proximity of surface erosion features to streams. To document whether
sediment from surface erosion features is routed to streams over the study period.
Materials:

extra fine point sharpies; blue, black, green, red
100 and 30 meter fiberglass tape
clinometer
compass
lead pencils
laminated aerial photos: scale 1:4800 and/or 1:480
camera
bright pink meter stick for scale
survey flags
200 or 400 ASA print film
mirror stereoscope
write-in-the-rain field book
sediment routing field forms
Site Selection Criteria:

Sites selected for sediment routing surveys are sites with recently completed ground based
harvesting near streams or sites where RMZs and RLTAs are left as water quality protection
measures.
Method

Summary:

Low altitude, large scale aerial photographs are obtained for selected BMP sites. Custom
photography is flown by the Department of Transportation. Initial photos and reconnaissance
of the sites are conducted as soon as practical after BMP implementation. Features visible on
the initial photos flown at 1:4800, such as length of road between identified culverts, etc., are
measured to create scaled enlargements (1:480). Skid trails, water bars, and other drainage
features near and adjacent to stream margins are monitored. Major sediment features with a
high potential of being delivered to surface water are photographed and measured during site
visits. Existing erosional features and drainage at the time of flight are ground verified and
noted on the photos, especially in areas where shadows obscure features on the aerial photos.
Sediment pathways between erosional features and drainage features are noted on laminated
photos to document sediment routing survey results. Additional flights are flown one to three
years later, depending on site and project considerations.
Assumptions:

Appropriately timed aerial photography and walking surveys of sites are able to detect and
display surface erosion features, routes of sediment transport, and locations of sediment storage,
deposition, and delivery to streams.

Any delivery of sediment to surface water from surface erosion features due to ground based
harvesting or yarding practices is an increase over background levels.
Survey Method:
1. Custom stereo aerial photos are taken by Dept. of Transportation, flown at a scale of 1:4800.
The BMP site plus the upstream contributing area are flown as soon as practical after the
practice has been completed. Measurements between two identifiable points on the photos is
taken for scaled enlargements. Photos are enlarged 10 times to a final scale of 1:480.
2. Define the area to be studied on the initial 1:4800
enlargements.

aerial photo and on the 1:480

3. Use stereo pairs photographed at the 1:4800 scale for in office preliminary mapping. Map
skid trails, roads, drainage features, large erosion scars, and other features which are obvious
on the photo and near the RMZ or type I-V stream margins. Use a mirror stereo scope to
identify features.
4. Field Survey:
a. During a fair weather survey (sharpies do not work in the rain!) walk the edge of the RMZ
or type I-V stream margin. Identify and number erosional features and on the 1:480
enlargements. Look for skid trails, wind throw, roads, etc., that have exposed soil with delivery
potential to the stream, including those not visible on the aerial photos. Note the existing
drainage features and streams within the unit on the aerial photos. In some cases mapping will
be done using 1:4800 stereo pairs and no enlargement will be made.
b. Measure the length and average width of surface erosion features. Record the feature
number, the type (skid trail, wind throw, road, yarding scar, etc.), the length, average width,
indicate whether the feature is within 10 meters of surface water, whether any sediment has
entered or is entering surface water, and note any sediment storage features which may impact
the sediment deliverability of the surface erosion feature. Survey only those areas which have
a high potential to deliver sediment to type I-V streams. Draw surface sediment pathways from
erosional features to streams and drainage.
c. Take oblique angle photographs of selected sediment source and depositional features of
interest, using ~the 1 meter pink rod for scale, from good viewing locations such as the opposite
streambank. Note the location of the photo point and label it (A, B, C, etc.) on the enlarged
laminated photo. Place a survey flag with photo point designation and date. at the location from
which the photos are taken. Record the photo point location, the feature photographed, etc. in
a field book.
d.
At selected features mark the extent of sediment transport by placing stakes or survey
flags along the down slope margin of fresh, loose sediment (i.e. boundaries of the sediment
plume). Stakes/flags are marked with the survey date.

5. Order a second set of stereo photos at the same scale one to three years later. Preferably,
these should be taken at the same time of year. Make enlargements at the same scale as the first
set.
6. With the second photo series,. resurvey the site for erosional features, both new and old, on
the new aerial photos (see step 4). On subsequent surveys map changes to the drainage features,
relocate and remeasure the surface erosion features, note if the features are within 10 meters of
surface water, and take oblique angle photographs of sediment source features of interest. Restake the margins of sediment plumes and measure the distance of sediment migration using
fiberglass tape. When feasible, conduct interim surveys after the initial winter storms and prior
to spring greening in order to document sediment routing at the time of high impact risk.
Mii. Notes and Recommendations:
Aerial ~Photography Considerations
North facing slopes need to have aerial photos taken when the sun angle is high
(between spring and fall equinox) to reduce tree shading that may obstruct
viewing the site features.
For Department of Transportation aerial photo orders it is recommended that the
following steps be taken: delineate the area to be flown on a USGS topographic
map; list the management practices and expected completion date; and meet to
discuss photo needs (scale, area, features, etc.) with the pilot.
Areas within RMZs are difficult to view from the air. Tree shading and/or
narrow zones of disturbances make it necessary to delineate all erosional features
during field reconnaissance only.
Guidelines for Minimum Feature Sizes Monitored:
Erosion Scars - greater than or equal to 3 meters in length and/or 2 square meters
surface area
Hillslopc Storage Features and Deposits greater than or equal to 1 square meter
surface area
Instream Deposits - no minimum size, any obvious fresh deposits are mapped
Conceptual Rating Strategy:

Determination of BMP effectiveness using the sediment routing survey considers the evidence
of continuing erosion with sediment delivery to streams. The BMP is considered effective if
there is no evidence of continuing erosion with sediment delivery to a stream.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW Water
Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and other
experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment impacts.
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Amphibian

Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate the stream amphibian communities and habitats that may be affected by forest
practices and document changes in amphibian communities following BMP implementation.
Materials:
30 and/or 100 meter measuring tape
plastic bags and plastic buckets
flagging
field book, data sheets, and pencils
dip nets
hardware cloth screen
metric rulers
clinometer
thermometer
Site Selection:

Sites for conducting amphibian surveys arc harvest units which have first or second order,
perennial streams. Off-site control strtims are generally established in the general vicinity.
Method Summary:
Sampling procedures described by Bury and Corn (1991) are employed in western
Washington to characterize amphibian communities and habitats in treatment and control
streams. These procedures involve selection of three ten meter sampling reaches in each
stream, characterizing the habitat of the reach, conducting hand searches to capture all stream
amphibians within the reach, and describing the animals captured and microhabitat for each
capture. Sampling is conducted on both treatment and control streams before and following
BMP implementation. Stream amphibian sampling in western Washington is conducted
primarily by cooperators with the University of Washington as a part of ongoing forest
practices research projects (Kelsey, personal communications). Because of differences in life
histories of eastern Washington amphibians, an alternate method using time-constrained
searches of aquatic and riparian habitats and pitfall trapping is used to sample amphibian
communities (O’Connell and Hallett, 1992). Amphibian sampling in eastern Washington is
conducted by investigators from Eastern Washington University as part of the ongoing
Wildlife-RMZ research project. We have co-located our BMP effectiveness study sites at the
amphibian sampling locations to obtain information on the effects of forest practices on
biological communities to use in conjunction with other survey results.
Assumptions:
The status of and changes in stream amphibian communities in control streams represent
baseline conditions against which changes in amphibian communities in treatment reaches can
be compared, and observed differences in the response of stream amphibians communities
(e.g. diversity and abundance) may be attributed to the effects of the forest practice.

Stream amphibians are dependent on stable stream channels and banks, interstitial space
habitat and cover, and other riparian habitat conditions, and their response to forest practices
is an indicator of BMP effectiveness.
Survey Method:
Detailed sampling methods are described in Bury and Corn (1991) and O’Connell and Hallett
(1992).
Conceptual Rating Strategy:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the type of changes in amphibian communities
and habitats in the treatment stream relative to that of the control streams. The BMP is
considered effective if there is no evidence of reduced diversity and/or abundance in
amphibian communities associated with aquatic habitat degradation or direct effects of the
forest practice on stream amphibians.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:
Bury, R.B. and P.S. Corn. 1991. Samoline Methods for Amohibians in Streams in the
Pacific Northwest, General Technical Report PNW-GTR-275. USDA Forest Service,
Pacific Northwest Research Station. Portland, Oregon.
Kelsey, K. A. 1992-3. Personal communications reearding stream amuhibian research
projects. University of Washington, Center for Streamside Studies. Seattle, Washington
O’Connell, M.A. and J.T. Hallett. 1992. Samuline Methods for Amuhibians and Reotiles in
the Forests of Northeast Washington - Rioarian Management Zone Studv. Appendix I of
Eastside RMZ Study June 1992 Progress Report to TFW Wildlife Steering Committee.
Eastern Washington University, Cheney, Washington.

Macroinvertebrate

Survey

Purpose:
To evaluate the stream macroinvertebrate communities and habitats that may be affected by
forest practices and document changes in macroinvertebrate communities following BMP
implementation.
Materials:
30 and/or 100 meter measuring tape
0.3 mz (D-frame) and 1 m2 kick nets
plastic bags and other sample containers
sample preservatives
field sorting trays
flagging
field book, data sheets, and pencils
dip nets
Site Selection:
Sites for conducting macroinvertebrate surveys are harvest units or roads with first through
third order streams. Control reaches will generally be located upstream of the BMP, but in
some cases off-site control streams in the general vicinity may be used.
Method Summary:
Sampling and analytical procedures described by Plafkin et al. (1989) and Plotnikoff (1992)
are employed to characterize macroinvertebrate communities and habitats in study stream
reaches. An upstream/downstream sampling design will generally be employed to compare
treatment and control reaches. Sampling procedures involve selection of at least two transects
within each study reach, with one kick sample from each of the predominant habitat types
(e.g. riffles, pools, etc.) composited at each transect. For small streams with limited or very
discrete macroinvertebrate habitat zones, four samples kick samples will be collected for
compositing. Additional discrete samples may be collected for assessment of variability.
Habitat for the study reaches is described according to the habitat assessment protocol
developed for bioassessment in the Pacific Northwest (EPA, 1992). Sampling is conducted
on both treatment and control streams before and following BMP implementation.
Macroinvertebrate sampling is conducted primarily by cooperators within the Department of
Ecology as a part of ongoing bioassessment activities. Certain BMP effectiveness study sites
will be co-located with macroinvertebrate sampling locations to obtain information on the
effects of forest practices on biological communities to use in conjunction with other survey
results.
Assumptions:
The status of and changes in stream macroinvertebrate communities in control reaches located
immediately upstream of BMPs (or suitable off-site control streams) represent baseline
conditions against which changes in macroinvertebrate communities in treatment reaches can
be compared, and observed differences in the response of macroinvertebrate communities
(e.g. diversity and abundance) may be attributed to the effects of the forest practice.

Stream macroinvertebrates are dependent on certain habitat elements found in stable stream
channels, interstitial space habitat, and other habitat conditions, and their response to forest
practices is an indicator of BMP effectiveness”

Survey Method:
Detailed sampling methods are described in Plafkin et al. (1989), Plotnikoff (1992) and EPA
(1992).
Conceptual Rating Strategy:
Determination of BMP effectiveness considers the type of changes in macroinvertebrate
communities and habitats in the treatment reach relative to that of the control reach. The
BMP is considered effective if there is no evidence of reduced diversity and/or abundance in
macroinvertebrate communities associated with habitat degradation or other effects of the
forest practice.
Final decision criteria for determining whether water quality standards are achieved will be
developed through a process that includes literature review and consultation with the TFW
Water Quality Steering Committee, the Department of Ecology Water Quality Program, and
other experts on water quality standards issues and beneficial uses as related to sediment
impacts.
References:
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